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The primary intent of this thesis is to analyze socialist feminist literature in
order to ascertain conclusions about the nature of this framework of feminist
thought. The most distinguishing characteristic of this type of feminist theory is
that some form of Marxian economic analysis is utilized. Therefore,
understanding the relationship between female oppression and economic
exploitation is the orienting problem of all socialist feminist theory. In order to
examine this relationship, this thesis explores the methods of analysis found in
socialist feminist literature.
A case study approach is used in which three methods of socialist feminist
theory are examined. They include: (1) Marxist feminism, (2) Black feminism, and
(3) a synthesis between Marxist and radical feminist theories. Although each of
these methods is described as socialist feminist in nature, each examines the
problem of female oppression in a somewhat different vein. In order to enhance
these discussions, each case study is grounded in the writings of a particular
feminist theorist. Correspondingly, they include: (1) Alexander Kollontai, (2)
Angela Y. Davis and the Combahee River Collective, and (3) Zillah R. Eisenstein.
This study concludes with a comparative analysis of the methods presented
in the three case studies. It is emphasized in this section that although all
socialist feminist theory is grounded in the early writings of Marx and Engels, all
theory of this nature does not agree with the conceptualizations presented in
these works. The socialist feminist method most compatible to the classical
Marxian conception of female oppression is "Marxist feminism." In this method,
the problem of female oppression is defined strictly in terms of comprehending
the nature of domestic work in terms of its nexus to social production. On the
other hand, socialist feminist methods that incorporate some form of radical
feminist theory expand the scope of the problem of conceptualizing female
oppression. In these methods, female oppression is not equated to the rise of
capitalism, nor is it assumed that socialism will liberate women. Also, female
liberation is not considered to be a function of labor force participation as if most
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CHAPTER I
A COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF SOCIALIST FEMINISM
INTRODUCTION
The feminist movement has been described as a modern day product, in
which theory and activism directed towards change, has been developed to address
relations in which women have deemed themselves oppressed. The term
"feminism" is a concept used to describe theories against female oppression. Yet,
such usage tends to depict a monolithic thought which is erroneous, to say the
least. For in fact, the term feminism encompasses a variety of frames of
reference about the conditions of women.
This particular study will analyze socialist feminist theory by specifically
focusing on the writings of three theorists as individual case studies. It will entail
a comparative analysis of this framework of feminist thought in order to ascertain
conclusions about (1) what is the nature of this body of theory, and (2) what
methods are used in socialist feminist analyses.
Janet A. Flammang in her paper, "Feminist Theory: The Question of
Power," analyzes theories of feminism and offers a useful typology from which to
begin this discussion. She explains that the subject of feminist theory is the
nature of the oppressive relations between the sexes which moves from two
underlying assumptions: (1) that men and women have different experiences which
need to be explained, and (2) that women's oppression is not a subset of some other
*Joan B. Landes, "Our Praxis of Pain: The Feminist Challenge to Socialist
Thought and Practice," paper presented at the 1979 Annual Meeting of the
Midwest Political Science Association (April 19-22, 1979), p. 2.
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social relationship, but rather, is grounded in a system of male power. Feminist
theory defines oppression in terms of the lack of power while at the same time
offers new formulations about this very concept. "These insights challenge
traditional definitions, where power denotes a zero-sum game of domination,
control and denial; and suggest reformulations, where power means interpersonal
relations of reciprocity, ability and energy. Flammang then proceeds to analyze
five general categories of feminist theory, which includes liberal, radical,
socialist, Third World, and anarchist feminist theories. As she states, "what these
schools of feminist theory have in common is the construction of a theory with
which to understand the oppression of women.1"
Flammang identifies liberal feminist theory as the most predominant school
of feminist theory and usually what comes to mind when the term "feminism" is
used. Therefore, as Flammang states, the parameters of the feminist debate
about power have developed in response to liberal feminist conceptualizations.
Liberal feminism "draws its major concepts from liberal political theory:
competitive individualism, achievement over ascription, the mind as tabula rasa to
be shaped by education, consent of the governed, equal rights and opportunity, and
with the advent of the twentieth-century social welfare state, government
intervention to cure social ills."-5
Radical feminist theory focuses analysis on sexual roles, pondering the
question of why gender is interpreted in society as it is. "In order to answer the
2
*Janet A. Flammang, "Feminist Theory: The Question of Power,"
unpublished paper, Department of Political Science, University of Santa Clara




question 'why', radical feminists offer three different formulations: a
psychological need to dominate, mother-dominated childrearing, and the power of
motherhood."6 Radical feminists developed the term "sexism" to describe a
particular type of oppression incurred by women and the method of consciousness-
raising.
Third World women, because they experience both racism and sexism, have
developed a feminist theory which involves a common analysis about these types
of oppression. Such theory attempts to comprehend the experiences of women
adversely affected by social interpretations of race or ethnicity. Due to the fact
that such theory involves analysis of "dual oppressions," the issues examined also
tend to focus on welfare rights, sterilization abuse, housing, transportation, and
birth control as genocide, along with issues more predominant in liberal feminist
theory/
Anarchist feminist theory "starts with the premise that no person should rule
or dominate another person by force or the threat of force, and then develops a
position which is anti-authoritarian, anti-state, and anti-capitalist."*
"Situationalism" is described here as the theory of anarchist feminism, in which
the objective is "the reinvention of everyday life by creating situations that
6Ibid., p. 14.
Ibid., p. 37. Although Flammang uses the variable of race to construct her
category of Black and Third World Feminism, this study will involve an
understanding of Black Feminism that also recognizes the various feminist
theories as being part of this category. For example, this study moves from the
assumption that there exist the Black liberal feminist, the Black radical feminist,
and the Black socialist feminist.
8Ibid., p. 41.
disrupt the 'natural order1 of things, namely, the commodity nature of social
relations and culture as passive spectacle.
"Socialist feminists take as their point of departure the class analysis of
Marx and Engels. ^ As a concept, socialist feminism also does not denote a
monolithic approach in the analysis of the conditions of women. For just as
feminism incorporates diverse frameworks about the oppression of women, on
another level, the category of socialist feminism also includes various methods of
analysis of women. As Jane Flax states:
Socialist feminism is not a precise term. Those who consider
themselves socialist feminists include female socialists, women who
consider imperialism to be the primary contradiction, socialists who
see feminism as a way of organizing women into the class struggle,
and women who see patriarchy and class as equal and (to a varying
degree) independent sources of women's oppression. *
The unifying conception found within this school of feminist thought is that
contradictions within the sphere of production are a crucial determinant of
women's status.1
LITERATURE REVIEW
In order to develop a clearer understanding about the subject of this study,
analysis of the literature which forms this particular body of theory is important.
Various attempts have been developed to categorize feminist theory in general
and particularly socialist feminist theory. Here, three such categorizations will
9Ibid.t p. 43.
Ibid., p. 21. Here, the use of the term "socialist feminism" is broad
enough to include Marxist feminism, which is sometimes categorized separately.
This method, as defined in this analysis, is prefaced on the conception of the
"women's question" found in the literature of Marx, Engels, and Lenin as well as a
use-value/exchange-value of domestic work argument.
1 Jane Flax, "Do Feminists Need Marxism?" Building Feminist Theory;
Essays from Quest: A Feminist Quarterly (New York: Longman, Inc., 1981), p. x.
be reviewed in order to examine pertinent concepts and conceptualizations, while
also attempting to develop the categorization that will structure this analysis.
Lydia Sargent in her article, "New Left Women and Men: The Honeymoon Is
Over," identifies three categories of feminist theory which she argues developed
out of the Marxist/feminist debate, i.e., radical feminism, Marxist feminism, and
socialist feminism.13 Here, Sargent defines radical feminism as theory that
assumes that "the primary oppression is patriarchal sex oppression in which the
division of labor by sex preceded and gave rise to the division of labor by class and
race."1* Marxist feminism signifies theory which emphasizes the importance of
women in the struggle against capital as "workers" but not as "women", and
defines women's role in reproduction (domestic labor) in terms which give women
importance in Marxist analysis. 5 On the other hand, "socialist feminism agrees
with radical feminism that there is a system of oppression called patriarchy and
agrees with Marxist feminism that there is a class oppression defining the
situation for all workers."16 Sargent also states that variations within the
critiques of these particular theories gave rise to other forms of feminist theory,
such as anarchist feminism, Black feminism, and lesbianism.
In the article, "Feminism, Marxism, Method, and the State: An Agenda for
Theory," Catherine MacKinnon places the Marxist/feminist debate in a theoretical
discussion and points out that the commonality between these two types of theory
13Lydia Sargent, "New Left Women and Men: The Honeymoon is Over,"




is that both are "theories of power and its distribution: inequality."*' As she
states, "sexuality is to feminism what work is to Marxism: that which is most
one's own, yet most taken away. In Marxism, to be deprived of one's work, in
feminism of one's sexuality, defines each one's conception of the lack of power per
18
se.M1° Thus, socialist feminist theory is viewed here as theory which attempts a
theoretical synthesis of these two bodies of theory.
Attempts to create a synthesis between Marxism and feminism,
termed socialist-feminism, have not recognized the depth of the
antagonism or the separate integrity of each theory. Socialist
feminism stands before the task of synthesis as if nothing essential to
either theory fundamentally opposes their wedding-in-deecL as if the
union had already occurred and need only to be celebrated.
MacKinnon then proceeds to identify seven trends or issues found in Marxist/
feminist literature, such as (1) wages for housework debate, (2) synthesis between
Marxism and feminism/essentially unchanged Marxist analyses, (3) socialist-
feminist analyses producing different sorts of analyses of women, (4) women as
workers (which includes the category of wages for housework debate), (5) analyses
of women reified in analyses of the family, (6) synthesis of Marxist analysis and
Freudian feminist-psychoanalysis, and (7) conceptualizing race, sex, and class.20
These issues develop discussion about relations that identify "sexuality as the
21
primary social sphere of male power," or feminism, in connection with Marxist
analysis.
Catherine A. MacKinnon, "Feminism, Marxism, Method, and the State: An
Agenda for Theory," Signs, Vol. 7, No. 3 (Spring 1982), p. 516.
I8Ibid., pp. 515-516.




This discussion can be found in detail on pp. 524-526 of the MacKinnon
MacKinnon, p. 527.
Janet A. Flammang, in her discussion of socialist feminist theory,
categorizes the literature into five groupings: (1) relations of production and
reproduction, (2) use and exchange value analysis, (3) historical grouping of
patriarchy, (4) reproduction of gender, and (5) critiques of liberal feminism. The
first two categories analyze how socialist feminist theory expands on the Marxist
schema to include an analysis of women in society. The remainder of these
categories are critiques of specific frameworks of feminism, i.e., radical and
liberal feminist theories. Flammang states that "while some feel that Marx's
conceptual framework is sufficiently flexible to accommodate feminist analysis,
most start with his definition of class and then proceed to go beyond what Marx
and Engels said about reproduction of classes on the one hand, and the exchange
22
vs. use value of women's labor on the other.'"
Relations of production and reproduction involve discussion around the
socialist feminist rejection of the classical Marxist conception of the "women's
question." Flammang identifies three such assumptions: (1) that female
liberation is the function of labor force participation and the industrialization of
domestic work; (2) the tendency to identify a woman's class position with that of
her husband or father, i.e., reifying women into the category of the family; and (3)
24
equating the totality of female oppression to exploitation under capitalism.
22
Janet A. Flammang, p. 21.
* The classical writers developed a conception of the "women's question"
which can be identified in their writings. Refer to such discussions in Marx, The
Economic and Philosophical Manuscripts; Marx, The Communist Manifesto; Marx,
The Holy Family; Marx and Engels, The German Ideology; Engels, The Origins of
the Family, Private Property and the State; and Lenin, On the Emancipation of
Women.
Flammang, p. 22.
Hence, socialist feminist theory attempts developing categories for understanding
the process and/or sphere of reproduction.
A "call for wages for housework was issued forth from the use value-
26
exchange value of housework debate," among Marxist feminists. Margaret
Benston* began this debate when she argued that housework, in a capitalist
society, does not produce exchange-value although it does produce pre-capitalist
use-value and, therefore, is not viewed as "real" work, i.e., socially necessary
labor. Thus, the wages for housework debate was initiated with proponents
28 29
arguing in favor and in opposition to this strategy.
The socialist feminist critique of radical feminist theory structures
Flammang's third and fourth groupings. Here, the ahistorical conception of
patriarchy and the conception of the primacy of biology found in this body of
literature are taken as an issue. Although some theorists limit patriarchy as a
concept to a specific historical period, ° "most socialist feminists use the term to
For examples, refer to; 3uliet Mitchell, "Women: The Longest
Revolution," New Left Review, No. 40 (November-December 1966), pp. 11-37, and
Women's Estate (New York: Random House, 1971); Jane Flax, "Do Feminists Need
Marxism?," Quest, VoL 3, No. 1 (Summer 1976), pp. 49-59; Ann Ferguson and
Nancy Folbre, "The Unhappy Marriage of Patriarchy and Capitalism," Women and
Revolution, ed. by Lydia Sargent (Boston: South End Press, 1981), pp. 313-338.
Flammang, p. 23.
27
Margaret Benston, The Political Economy of Women's Liberation,
pamphlet, Somerville, Mass.: New England Free Press, 1969.
28
For example, Mariarosa Dalla Costa and Selma 3ames, The Power of
Women and the Subversion of the Community (Bristol: Fall Wall Press, 1972).
For example, The Politics of Housework, ed. by Ellen Malos (London:
Allison and Bensby, 198"oX
J Refer to: Barbara Ehrenrich and Dierdra English, For Her Own Good: 150
Years of the Expert's Advice to Women (New York: Anchor, Doubleday, 1978);
and Gayle Rubin, "The Traffic in Women: Notes on the 'Political Economy of
Sex'," Towards an Anthropology of Women (New York: Monthly Review Press,
1975), pp. 157-209.
denote male domination or privilege" which varies according to the historical
context across class and racial lines. Also, the concept of the patriarchal state
includes more than just discussion of relations within the family. Some socialist
feminists locate the material base of patriarchy in the sexual division of labor"
which identifies the relationship between capitalism and patriarchy. They also
discuss the relative autonomy of capitalism and patriarchy as independent
structures, and how changes in capitalism give rise to changes in patriarchal
relations (with the exception of Eisenstein who does not view these sets of
relations as being autonomous). In regards to the reproduction of gender, socialist
feminists consider this to be connected to the needs of the economic structure
with most developing arguments along Freudian lines, i.e., utilizing a
psychoanalytical method to understand the process of reproducing gender.
"Socialist feminists have more profound philosophical disagreements with
liberal feminists. They object to liberal formulations of the state, capitalism,
class relations, the public-private split, and power." Socialist feminists view
31Flammang, p. 25. For further discussion, refer to Lise Vogel, "The
Contested Domain: A Note on the Family in Transition to Capitalism," Marxist
Perspectives, Vol. 1, No. 1 (Spring 1978), pp. 50-73; Eli Zaretsky, "Capitalism, the
Family and Personal Life," Socialist Revolution, Vol. 3 (May-3une 1973), pp. 19-70;
Heidi Hartman, "The Unhappy Marriage of Marxism and Feminism; Towards a
More Progressive Union," Women and Revolution, ed. by Lydia Sargent (Boston:
South End Press, 1981), pp. 1-«1.
For example, Zillah R. Eisenstein, "Developing a Theory of Capitalist
Patriarchy and Socialist Feminism," Capitalist Patriarchy and the Case for
Socialist Feminism, ed. by Zillah R. Eisenstein (New York: Monthly Review Press,
1979); and the article by Gayle Rubin.
■"Refer to articles by Hartman and Eisenstein.
For further discussion, refer to: Nancy Chadorow, The Reproduction of
Mothering: Psychoanalysis and the Socialization of Gender (Berkeley, California:
University of California Press, 1978); and Dorothy Dinnerstein, The Mermaid and





state as maintaining "social conditions of reproduction" by locating women in low
paying jobs36 and as a reserve army of labor. They also discuss the increasing
numbers of females in the labor force as being connected to the needs of
monopoly capitalism."
For example, analysis of the relationship between production and
reproduction is presented in the article, "The Unhappy Marriage of Patriarchy and
Capitalism" by Ann Ferguson and Nancy Folbre." This article was written as a
response to another article on the subject written by Heidi Hartman. The central
thesis expands the Hartman argument to include that the relationship between
capitalism and patriarchy (as independent relations of power) is one of conflictual
symbiosis, i.e. "based upon mutual dependence but weakened by contradictory
needs."-" The orienting concept this method introduces to analyze the process of
reproduction is that of "sex-affective production."*0 Sex-affective production
involves that process of human societies which organizes "childbearing,
childrearing, and the fulfillment of human needs for affection, nuturance, and
36For examples, refer to: Zillah R. Eisenstein, The Radical Future of
Liberal Feminism (New York: Longman, 1980); and Mary Mclntosh, "The State and
the Oppression of Women," Feminism and Materialism, ed. by Annette Kuhn and
Ann Marie Wolpe (London: Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1978).
37For examples, see: Batya Weinbaum and Amy Bridges, "The Other Side of
the Paycheck: Monopoly Capital and the Structure of Conscription," Monthly
Review, Vol. 28, No. 3 (July-August 1976), pp. 88-103; Carol Brown, "Mothers,
Fathers and Children: From Private to Public Patriarchy," Women and
Revolution, ed. by Lydia Sargent; and Johnnie Tillman, "Welfare Is a Women's
Issue," ^s_., Preview Issue (Spring 1972), pp. 111-116.
JOAnn Ferguson and Nancy Folbre, "The Unhappy Marriage of Patriarchy and
Capitalism," Women and Revolution, ed. by Lydia Sargent (Boston: South End




sexual expression."*1 They conclude that changes do and can occur in these
relations and such changes impact to weaken patriarchal control.
Margaret Benston in her 1969 article, "The Political Economy of Women's
Liberation," argued that the group "women" in capitalist society can be defined as
those "who are responsible for the production of simple use-values in those
activities associated with the home and family."*2 Thus, women in relationship to
the public sector of the labor market serve as reserve labor which is channeled in
and out of the labor market according to market fluctuations. She continues by
stating that "women who work outside the home simply do two jobs; their
participation in the labor force is only allowed if they continue to fulfill their first
responsibility in the home."*3 The solution, Benston argued, is to struggle to bring
about the inverse of this relationship: "the conversion of the work now done in the
home as private production into work to be done in the public economy."**
Hence, this article initiated the wages for housework debate.
Zillah R. Eisenstein conceptualizes patriarchy as a system of power and
control which has co-existed with various economic modes throughout human
history. Thus, patriarchy, as a social system, has to be analyzed in the historical
context in which it exists. Eisenstein identifies the mode usually defined as
"monopoly capitalism" as "capitalist patriarchy", a single, unified mode of
*1Ibid., p. 317.




society. In her article, "Developing a Theory of Capitalist Patriarchy and
Socialist Feminism,"* Eisenstein states that:
Patriarchy (as male supremacy) provides the sexual hierarchical
ordering of society for political control and as a political system
cannot be reduced to its economic class system; while capitalism as
an economic class system driven by the pursuit of profit feeds off the
patriarchal ordering. Together they form the political economy of
the society, not merely one or another, but a particular blend of the
two.*6
Eisenstein then attempts to develop a schema of the class structure of a society
among women using this formulation.
Sandra Harding in her article, "What is the Real Material Base of Patriarchy
and Capital?,1' argues that the material base of patriarchy and capitalism is not
limited to economic relations. ° The work women do which seems "evidently
universal" is that of being the "primary caretakers of infants." Thus, analysis of
the process of producing adult beings becomes an area due consideration in order
to comprehend the process of the "reproduction of gender." Therefore, Harding
utilizes the method of psychoanalysis to analyze this process.
In the article, "Mothers, Fathers and Children: From Private to Public
Patriarchy," Carol Brown argues that the relationship between patriarchy and
capitalism, under monopoly capitalism, becomes public because the capitalist
Zillah R. Eisenstein, "Developing a Theory of Capitalist Patriarchy and
Socialist Feminism," Capitalist Patriarchy and the Case for Socialist Feminism,
ed. by Zillah R. Eisenstein (New York: Monthly Review Press, 1979), pp. 5-40.
Ibid., p. 28. It is important to note that although Eisenstein is categorized
in the Flammang discussion as being in the group of developing an historical
conception of patriarchy, her works will not be categorized in the same manner
within this analysis.
*7Ibid., pp. 31-34.
*8Sandra Harding, "What is the Real Material Base of Patriarchy and
Capital? " Women and Revolution, ed. by Lydia Sargent (Boston: South End Press,
1981), pp. 239-268, specifically, p. 242.
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state intervenes into the former sphere of patriarchy, i.e. the family. She states
that:
We can analyze that as monopoly capitalism developed there was a
shift from private patriarchy centered on industry and government.
Children are no longer valued as they were in earlier times for their
unskilled labor but rather are valued today for their future skilled
labor. For this reason, children themselves and the labor required to
rear them have changed from a valuable family asset that men wished
to control to a costly family burden that men wish to avoid.
Simultaneously, public patriarchy takes over more directly the labor
of women in childbearing and childrearing through state policies,
public support and professional caretaking* Male-headed families are
no longer needed to maintain patriarchy.
She argues that state support of childcare should be transformed to serve the
interest of women, and while women continue to struggle for "primary right," they
will also be struggling for the rights of children. "Social motherhood is a goal to
be fought for."50
In comparing these three categorizations, the most important distinction is
that in regards to the MacKinnon article, the groupings tend to identify issues of
socialist feminist analysis, whereas the works of Sargent and Flammang identify
methods of socialist feminist theory. But then, MacKinnon's article is a critique
of socialist-feminism, while the others are critical analyses of feminist theory.
With this fact as a point of departure, what similarities become evident?
Two methods appear in all of these categorizations. The method of Black
and/or Third World feminism is present in all of these categorizations, although
the way in which this method is described differs. Sargent and MacKinnon view
Black feminism, or conceptualizing race, sex and class, as an outgrowth of the
inadequacies of the methods developed by the Marxist/feminist debate.
Flammang identifies Third World feminism as a managerie of feminist theory
^9Carol Brown, p. 2*2.
50!bid., p. 261.
1*
which emphasizes the variable of race and/or ethnicity to discuss female
oppression. Marxist feminism is also identified in all of these categorizations.
While Sargent describes it as a method different from socialist feminism,
MacKinnon and Flammang discuss it as a more orthodox form in which the
conclusions drawn tend to remain within the parameters of classical scientific
socialist methods and strategies.
The conception that radical feminist theory is related to the development of
socialist feminist theory is also found in all of these categorizations, although the
way this relationship is described differs. Sargent defines socialist feminism as
constituting the mesh between Marxist and radical feminist analyses. While
MacKinnon merely mentions the radical feminist tendency found within socialist-
feminist theory, Flammang identifies this tendency as contributing to the very
nature of socialist feminist analysis.
METHOD OF STUDY
From the prior discussion, it is evident that the framework of socialist
feminism incorporates a variety of methods in analyses of women. Ronald H.
Chilcote defines method as "a procedure or process that involves the techniques
and tools utilized in inquiry and for examining, testing, and evaluating theory."51
In a discussion of method, Arend Liphart in the article, "Comparative Politics and
the Comparative Method," defines the comparative method as a "method of
discovering empirical relationships among variables, not a method of
measurement."52 The objective of this study is to employ such a method in
attempting to comprehend the nature of socialist feminism. Analysis of that
^ Ronald H. Chilcote, Theories of Comparative Politics (Boulder,
Colorado; Westview Press, 1981), p. 4.
Arend Liphart, "Comparative Politics and the Comparative Method,"
American Political Science Review, Vol. IXV (September 1971), pp. 682-693.
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which is identified as being most common to this framework will develop an
understanding about the theoretical framework as a whole.
Thus, in order to construct this analysis, the similarities identified in the
three categorizations will be used. Liphart states that the case study method is
associated with the comparative method. He also states that the case study
method can contribute to theory-building. Therefore, three case studies will
structure this study and will be representative of the three methods identified.
The three methods that will be examined in this study include (1) Marxist
feminism, (2) Black feminism, and (3) a synthesis of Marxist and radical feminist
analyses. This study will most closely approximate the type of case study method
Liphart describes as "theory-confirming studies of single cases within a framework
of established generalizations. J The three theorists who will be examined in
these case studies include (1) Alexandra Kollontai, (2) Angela Y. Davis, and (3)
Zillah R. Eisenstein. The writings of these theorists will correspond to the case
studies mentioned, forming an analysis of the methods of socialist feminism.
The writing of Alexandra Kollontai can be categorized as utilizing a Marxist
feminist method. Her writings are also instructive in that, as opposed to the other
theorists who are more contemporary writers, Kollontai wrote during the "first
wave" of feminism which spanned the years 1830-1920. * As a member of the
Bolshevik Party, her writings illuminate some of the early discussions and
conclusions drawn by the Party leadership, at that time, about feminism and the
conditions of women. Kollontai was a revolutionary, an articulate lecturer, and
prolific writer. Although analysis of her writings will be limited to those
translated to English, the Marxist feminist method still can be analyzed.
53Ibid., p. 692.
Refer to discussion in Flammang article, pp. 1-3.
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Angela Y. Davis at present is a university professor of ethics and
aesthetics. She gained notoriety during the late 1960's and early 1970fs as a social
critic and activist, especially in regards to the conditions of political prisoners and
the campaign to free the Soledad Brothers. Davis develops her writings on the
conditions of women by emphasizing and conceptualizing the conditions of Black
women and people. Although she does not identify herself as a feminist, her
writings on women can be included in the literature which attempts to
conceptualize race, sex, and class.
As a political theorist, Zillah R. Eisenstein articulates a conception of
socialist feminism which involves an analysis of theories as well. Her conception
of "capitalist patriarchy" as a mode of society is the framework she utilizes to
discuss the conditions of women. The theoretical method utilized to discuss this
mode of society, she states, involves a synthesis of Marxism and radical feminist
analyses. Also in trying to delineate the scope and focus of socialist feminism,
Eisenstein develops analysis about the capitalist state, the process of production,
and its impact on the conditions of women. In this vein, she also develops an
argument about the "radical future of liberal feminism" in which a dialogue is
initiated between socialist and liberal feminist theory.
In utilizing the comparative method, a comparative analysis of these three
methods is also necessary. Attempting to identify the relationship(s) between
these methods will form the final section of this study. MacKinnon states that
"method shapes each theory's vision of social reality. It identifies its central
problem, group and process, and creates as a consequence its distinctive
conception of politics as such."5 Through analysis of these methods, a statement
MacKinnon includes an article by Angela Davis in her grouping of
conceptualizing race, sex and class. Refer to p. 525 of her article.
56MacKinnon, p. 527.
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about the nature of socialist feminism will be developed. Such a statement will
include discussion about relationships which can be identified as common to this
framework, part of its scope and focus.
Method in this sense organizes the apprehension of truth; it
determines what counts as evidence and defines what is taken as
verification. Instead of engaging in debate over which came (or
comes) first, sex or class (or race), the task of theory is to explore
the conflicts and connections between the methods that found it
meaningful to analyze social conditions in terms of those categories
in the first place.
Therefore, the structure of this study will include five chapters. Chapter I,
as the introduction of this study includes the introduction of topic and research
strategy, along with the theoretical, background information that will underlie
this analysis. Chapters II through IV will present the analyses of the three case
studies. Chapter II will involve a case study of the writings of Alexandra
Kollontai and the method of Marxist feminism. The method of Black socialist
feminism, with the writings of Angela Davis as an example, will structure the
analysis of Chapter HI. The theory of Zillah Eisenstein, which involves a
theoretical synthesis between Marxism and radical feminist analysis, will
structure the discussion of Chapter IV. Chapter V, as the comparative analysis,
will conclude this study. In trying to reconstruct the subject as a whole,
examination of generalizations which can be drawn about this framework of
feminist theory will be examined.
CHAPTER n
THE FEMINIST THEORY OF ALEXANDRA KOLLONTAI:
FIRST-WAVE SOCIALIST FEMINIST THEORY
The life and writings of Alexandra Kollontai serve as an example of early
socialist feminist theory. Born into a wealthy family in Tsarist society,
Kollontai's political orientation developed through study of political economy and
participation in socialist organizations. Between 1896 and 1899, she was involved
in political activities such as teaching in workers' schools and aiding the cause of
political prisoners. In 1898, she studied political economy at the university in
Zurich and in 1899, became a member of the Russian Social Democratic Workers'
Party. Due to the ongoing debates introduced to her during her studies in Zurich,
Kollontai came to adhere to a classical interpretation of Marxism. Such an
interpretation, infused with an uncompromising feminist consciousness, was
articulated by Kollontai in the fashion of what has come to be known as a Marxist
feminist method.
As stated earlier, all socialist feminist theory begins with the class analysis
of Marx and Engels. Yet, such theory usually moves beyond these formulations in
an attempt to construct a distinctly different form of theory. Marxist feminism,
on the other hand, interjects feminist demands within the Marxist framework.
Theoretically, this method is prefaced on the conception of the "woman's
question" developed by Marx, Engels and Lenin. In its more contemporary form,
the most distinguishing characteristics about this method can be found in the
nature of the analysis carried out, as well as the conclusions drawn about the
liberation of women. In this method, discussion of female oppression tends to be
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explained solely in economic terms, beginning with a "use-value/exchange-value"
of domestic work argument to describe the rise of female oppression under
capitalism. Although this tendency can be found in classical scientific socialist
literature on the subject of women, it is more pronounced and developed within
contemporary Marxist feminist literature. This conceptualization of domestic
work subsumes discussion of female oppression within a class analysis, because the
pivotal concern is to understand the nature of domestic work and its relationship
to capitalist production. Therefore, the conclusions drawn tend to equate female
liberation to the struggle for socialism and the liberation of the working class.
The classical scientific socialist writers developed a conception of the
"woman's question" which begins with the assumption that the oppression of
women is connected to the development of capitalist society. In The Economic
and Philosophical Manuscripts, Marx discusses the conditions of women as being a
reflection of the distortion of "species being," or more clearly stated, the
alienation of men from their human natural beings. The economic factors which
condition the way in which people live affect the relations between human beings
to each other and society, moving them away from interacting as human beings to
that of alienated individuals. It is this condition that socialist society is aimed at
altering. This view is also found in The Communist Manifesto and The Holy
Family.
This conception is developed in historical detail in The German Ideology and
The Origins of the Family, Private Property and the State. Here the conditions of
women, understood in terms of the family unit, are outlined as a historically
changing one which reaches its expioitive state with the rise of capitalist society.
*Karl Marx, The Economic and Philosophical Manuscripts of 1W (New
York: International Publishers, 1964), p.
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It is stated in The German Ideology that the first division of labor is the
"natural" division of labor in the family through the "sex act," i.e., reproduction.
Since the divisions of labor and private property are identical here, the first crude
expression of private property is presented in the division of labor between men
and women for child-breeding. In The Origins of the Family, Private Property
and the State, the historical changes in family structures and marriage
arrangements are analyzed. Engels states that once the male line of inheritance
became predominant, i.e., when marital arrangements allowed for more certainty
■a
of paternity, the "world historic defeat of the female sex" occurred. This
historical conjuncture corresponded to the moment of increasing surplus
accumulation in the hands of a growing few. As "social" production became less
and less the function of the family unit, women were relegated outside the sphere
of production to the sole functions of housewives and childrearers. Thus, women's
exploited position is a reflection of their lack of activity in "social" production.
In the works of V. 1. Lenin, On the Emancipation of Women, this conception
is developed to the point of describing how female participation in industrial
production emancipates women. As he goes on to state:
To effect her complete emancipation and make her the equal of the
man, it is necessary for housework to be socialized and for women to
participate in common productive labor. Then women will occupy the
same position as men.
Karl Marx and Frederick Engels, The German Ideology (New York:
International Publishers, 19*7), pp. 20-22.
Frederick Engels, The Origins of the Family, Private Property and the
State (New York: International Publishers, 19*2), Chapters 1 and 2.




In bringing women out of the isolation of the home into productive labor, they will
assert themselves as workers within society by struggling against the constraints
of patriarchal traditions. "We say that emancipation of the workers must be
effected by the workers themselves, and in exactly the same way the
emancipation of working women is a matter for the working women themselves."
More contemporary theorists who utilize the Marxist feminist method also
begin analysis of female oppression in comprehending the nature of domestic labor
and its connection to capitalist production. Margaret Benston, in utilizing this
method, developed her conception of female oppression by redefining the classical
conception of domestic labor. She defines "the family" as a productive unit in
capitalist society by characterizing domestic labor as productive labor. Here she
argues that domestic labor produces "use-value" used in the sphere of production.
Peggy Morton in her article, "Women's Work is Never Done," defines "the family"
as an economic unit whose function is the maintenance and reproduction of labor
power, i.e., working class labor power. Morton utilizes the term "reproduction of
labor power" to describe the nature of domestic work and its nexus to "social"
production. She also discusses the contradictions confronting the working class
because of this relationship.
While Benston glosses over the issue of the work that women do in the public
sector of labor, Morton defines it as being conditioned by the nature of domestic
labor. Both theorists describe female wage labor as a reserve army of labor. Yet,
Morton argues that as a reserve army of labor, women are central to the economy
6Ibid., p. 68.
Margaret Benston, The Political Economy of Women's Liberation, pamphlet
(Somerville, Mass.: New England Free Press, 1969).
Peggy Morton, "Women's Work is Never Done," From Feminism to
Liberation, ed. by Edith Altbach (Cambridge, Mass.: Schankman, 1971), pp. 211-
227.
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by supplying the labor power necessary in manufacturing, service and state sectors
where low wages are a priority. Thus, both theorists define the labor that women
perform in the home as productive labor although unpaid, therefore, charac
terizing women as workers both inside and outside of the home. As Benston
states:
In arguing that the roots of the secondary status of women are in fact
economic, it can be shown that women as a group do indeed have a
definite relation to the means of production and that this is different
from that of men. If this special relation of women to the means of
production is accepted, the analysis of the situation of women fits
naturally into a class analysis of society.
Marxist analysis, even in its most classical form, seems to imply the
inclusion of female liberation in its overall scheme for confronting exploitation.
Although more contemporary Marxist feminists have expanded and elaborated on
the classical conception of domestic work, the feminist analysis remains within
the parameters of Marxist analysis. This fact is crucial in trying to comprehend
the feminist theory and political life of Alexandra Kollontai.
This chapter, therefore, attempts not only to examine the feminist theory
developed by Kollontai, but also describes the political and historical movement In
which she was involved while such theory was being developed. Kollontai's
feminist consciousness led her into the socialist movement in Russia. Yet, in
regards to the conditions of women, she soon realized that a tremendous void
existed between the theory of Marxism and the actual practices of the socialist
movement in Europe. Of course, rationalizations could be offered to explain the
positions taken by Kollontai during her political career and the way in which she
developed her feminist thought. Yet, such an exercise could be accepted only as
historical speculation, which is not the purpose of this chapter. Instead, this
chapter is written in a fashion to allow the reader to draw conclusions about
9
Margaret Benston, pp. 1 and 2.
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Kollontai's motivations, hopefully, based on more extensive reading of
biographical and historical accounts of her life than those presented in this
chapter. The focus of this chapter is to present the evidence, both in theory and
practice, about the early development of this method of feminist thought by one
of its most articulate forebearers. If for no other reason, the reader at least will
better understand why, after the experiences of first-wave feminists, second-wave
feminists are conscious "theory-builders."
"The liberation of women from sexual exploitation and ignorance was an
essential component of Alexandra Kollontai's hopes as a socialist, when she first
joined the revolutionary movement at the turn of the century." This was a
turbulent time in Russian society in which the Czarist regime had to make minor
concessions to placate the masses and arrest the growing number of strikers and
protests. The Russian Social Democratic Workers' Party experienced considerable
turmoil over the question of revolution and split in 1905. As Kollontai stated:
... in that period I realized for the first time how little our Party
concerned itself with the fate of women of the working class and how
meager was its interest in women's liberation. To be sure, a very
strong bourgeois women's movement was already in existence in
Russia. But my Marxist outlook pointed out to me with an
illuminating clarity that women's liberation could take place only as a
result of the victory of a new social order and a different economic
system.
By 1905, the ideal of equality of women had been introduced into Russian
society, although the manner in which it was to be materialized had not been
developed. The liberal feminist movement among upper and middle class women
agitated for the expansion of educational and professional opportunities for
women. When the political democratization of Russia became realizable, these
Cathy Porter, Alexandra Kollontai; A Biography (London: Virago Limited,
1980), p. 1.
Alexandra Kollontai, The Autobiography of a Sexually Emancipated
Woman (New York: Herder and Herder, 1971), p. 13.
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groups began to agitate for female sufferage within the struggle for the
franchise. Yet, when the state Duma was established, the right to vote was
denied to women. Thus, as Kollontai stated, "During 1905 and 1906 the poison of
feminism infected not only the Mensheviks and the Social Revolutionaries but
even some active Bolsheviks."
Here, feminism was defined strictly in terms of the movement it
represented, which signified the liberal separatist movement in which women of
privilege demanded their equal rights with men:
The feminists see men as the main enemy, for men have unjustly
seized all rights and privileges for themselves, leaving women only
chains and duties. For them a victory is won when a prerogative
previously enjoyed exclusively by the male sex is conceded to the
"fair sex."13
Kollontai argued that the feminist movement articulated general characteristics
about the conditions of women, concluding that the oppression of all women is
universally the same. Thus, as she stated:
For the majority of women of the proletariat, equal rights with men
would mean only an equal share in inequality, but for the "chosen
few", for the bourgeois women, it would indeed open doors to new and
unprecedented rights and privileges that until now have been enjoyed
by men of the bourgeois class alone.
Although most progressive organizations in society at that time had no
official party position on the women's question, the increased activities of the
liberal feminists spurred the need for one to be articulated. Progressive women
*2Alexandra Kollontai, "Towards a History of the Working Women's
Movement in Russia," Selected Writings of Alexandra Kollontai (Westport,
Connecticut: Lawrence Hill and Co., 1977), p. 51.
13Alexandra Kollontai, "The Social Basis of the Woman Question," Selected




began to write and agitate for the concerns of working women in a fashion to
dilute the work of the liberal feminists. As Kollontai stated:
I threw myself into the struggle between the Russian suffragettes and
strove with all my might to induce the working-class movement to
include the women question as one of the aims of its struggle in its
program.
Agitational work among working women was begun, initating the meeting of
several socialist women's conferences, such as the 1907 meeting held in Stuttgart
which was presided by Clara Zetkin. Kollontai stated that these conferences
contributed to developing a women-workers movement along Marxist lines, and
reconvened in both 1910 and 1912.
In 1908, Kollontai wrote a book entitled, The Social Basis of the Women's
Question (1909), in which she described "a polemical disputation with the
bourgeois suffragettes but, at the same time, a challenge to the Party to build a
viable women-workers movement in Russia." Here, Kollontai discussed issues
related to the women's question from a historical materialist perspective. As she
argued:
Specific economic factors were behind the subordination of women;
natural qualities have been a secondary factor in this process. Only
the complete disappearance of these factors, only the evolution of
those forces which gave rise to the subjugation of women, is able in a
fundamental way to influence and change their social position. In
other words, women can only become truly free ^ind equal in a world
organized along new social and productive lines.
Kollontai went on to explain that "the conditions and forms of production
have subjugated women throughout human history, and have gradually relegated
Alexandra Kollontai, The Autobiography of a Sexually Emancipated
Woman, pp. 14-15.
16Ibid., p. 18.
Alexandra Kollontai, "The Social Basis of the Woman Question," p. 58.
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them to the position of oppression and dependence in which most of them existed
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until now."10 Thus, the demands of the feminist movement, as well as the
demands particular to women-workers and workers in general, all stem from the
same needs, "the question of daily bread." As she explained, the liberal feminist
struggle did not develop out of some longing for fullfillment, but developed out of
economic needs.
Under the impact of the monstrous success of capitalism, the middle
classes of the population were hit by waves of need. The economic
changes had rendered the financial situation of the petty and middle
bourgeoisie unstable, and the bourgeois women were faced with a
dilemma of menancing proportions, either accept poverty or achieve
the right to work.
Yet, as she pointed out, even before this movement developed (about the
middle of the nineteenth century), proletariat women had been active in the
sphere of public labor. Because these women had an established history as
laborers, in Kollontai's opinion, they supplied the material leverage for the
feminist demand for access to the professions and higher education. Yet, it is
here, that the most fundamental divergence in orientation is pointed out; for as
Kollontai stated, the liberal feminist movement had not significantly contributed
to the struggles of proletarian women to improve their material conditions. "The
history of the struggle of the working women for better conditions of labor and for










The fight for equality summarized in the slogan "women's liberation" also
included, for Kollontai, freedom from the current forms of the family. "For
women, the solution of the family question is no less important than the
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achievement of political equality and economic independence." In regards to
the legal norms of her day, Kollontai pointed out that most codes placed women in
a position of dependence on their husbands, awarding them economic control and
dominance. She stated that women's oppression is mediated by social customs, in
which the "force of public opinion" is employed to maintain the structure of
female experiences. The "double standard of morality" is utilized to dictate
behavior according to gender, thus, conditioning how individuals relate to each
other.
Unlike the feminist strategy, as she stated, the family question could only be
resolved if changes occur in the economic structure of society. For example, the
term "free love", introduced consistently into contemporary class society, instead
of freeing women from the hardships of family life, would surely shoulder her in a
new burden-the-task of caring, alone and unaided, for her children. She also
adds that when the feminist discusses new forms of cohabitation, it is referenced
to as "free love"; yet when discussing the working class, these relationships are
described as "disorderly." Thus, challenges to the structure of the family can only
affect true liberation for women if economic relations also are to be reckoned.
Kollontai fled Russia in 1908 and spent the years 1908-1917 abroad. She
became a member of the German Social Democratic Party in 1909 and traveled to
other Western states on speaking engagements and Party work. She lectured at




family, and the crisis with Finland. She was active in strikes staged by housewives
in France in 1911 ("Le greve des menageres") against the high cost of living. It
was also in 1911 that Kollontai's first articles on sexuality began to be
published.23 In 19H, when Germany declared war on Russia, she was arrested by
the German authorities and held for two days. She fled Germany for Denmark and
then moved to Sweden where she again was imprisoned. After her release, she
moved to Norway and began correspondence with V. I. Lenin.
Kollontai's membership in the German Social Democratic Party was
motivated by its position on the "women's question," which was most compatible
with that held by Kollontai. In theory, all socialist organizations were in favor of
women's liberation, although the manner in which it was to be achieved was a
highly debatable area. The two socialist women's conferences held in 1907 and
1910 were attended by Kollontai as a delegate from Russia. Some of the groups
present at the 1910 meeting proposed the tactic of forging alliances between
feminist and socialist women. Others were in total disagreement with this
strategy, stating that the fight for female sufferage should only be fought for if
and when it would not hurt the struggle of the working-class. The German
position was that:
.. . the franchise was not an end in itself but an issue around which to
organize women and draw them into political life, and that,
therefore, it was both wrong to work with the bourgeois feminists (as
in such an alliance the socialists lost their freedom to put over class
perspectives) and wrong to sacrifice this demand to an abstract idea
of unity which was in practice the unity of men with other men,
leaving women still outside of politics.
23Although most of these articles have not been translated to English, the
most popular pieces include "Love and the New Morality" and "Sexual Relations
and the Class Struggle." These articles, along with other writings on sexuality,
will be discussed later in this chapter.
2^Alex Holt, "Commentary," Selected Writings of Alexandra Kollontai, pp.
76-77.
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Still, contradictions plagued the German party which, Kollontai argued,
could be identified in the growing tide of German "patriotism" within the Party
and the lack of commitment to the cause of the equality of the sexes. She viewed
such inadequacies as arising from the "lack of revolutionary politics and the
25
alarming growth of bureaucratic practices in the life of the German party."
This theme is presented in the diary entitled, Around Worker's Europe (1914),
Kollontai became an isolated figure within the party due to the opinions presented
in this work. °
Also during her travels, Kollontai conducted studies of the conditions of
working women in England, France and the Scandinavian countries. As she
explained:
The result of these studies was my book Motherhood and Society, a
comprehensive work on maternity welfare and the relevant legislation
in Europe and Australia. The fundamental regulations and demands in
this field, which I summed up at the end of my book, were realized
later in 1917 by the Soviet regime in the first social insurance
laws.27
As a published work, this study portrays the experiences of four women, all with
the same name, but living very diverse lives. The experiences of these women
vary according to their class position, or more explicitly, in regards to the type of
labor these women carried out. The comparative analysis of their experiences
revolves around the issues of motherhood and work, specifically (1) childbirth, (2)
25Ibid., p. 77.
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As Cathy Porter explains, Kollontai was shunned by her closest friends and
associates in the Party (e.g., Clara Zetkin, Carl Kautsky and the Women's
Bureau). As she goes on to state, "Few of them had read it - even those like
Kautsky who could read Russian had not actually bothered to do so - but they were
extraordinarily quick to see it as the work of a 'Russian chauvinist1 out to make a
spiteful mockery of the Party and satrize its leaders." (p. 186).
97
Alexandra Kollontai, The Autobiography of a Sexually Emancipated
Woman, p. 20. The referenced work was later published under the title of Working
Woman and Mother (191*)
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infant and early childhood mortality, and (3) morbidity among working women and
children. As she explains, for the working-class woman, motherhood is a cross due
to the lack of support mechanism and materials needed for good health and
growth. Kollontai identifies such problems as proper nutrition and child-care as
those most detrimental to the development and survival of working-class
children: "the children of working men and women die like flies." ° She describes
the occupational hazards of factory work, which destroys the health of working
women, unborn fetuses, and suckling infants.
She then proceeds to portray an alternative organization or structure of
society within which the identified conditions of female oppression no longer
exists. In such a society (what Kollontai terms "society-family"), "there are no
parasites and no hired workers. All people do the same amount of work, and
society in return looks after them and helps them in life."29 Therefore, the care
and development of individuals no longer remains the responsibility of nuclear
family units but is assumed by the society-at-large. For Kollontai, such an
organization of society would allow for true transformation in the conditions of
women. In such a society, "maternity would no longer be a cross. Only its joyful
aspects would remain; only the great happiness of being a mother . . . ."*"
Yet, due to the fact that society had not arrived at the moment of "society-
family," Kollontai proposed a short-term strategy to implement in conjunction
with the struggle of the working class in order to ease the living conditions of
working-class mothers. As she pointed out, working women and men had already
started agitating for certain laws that could address some of the negative
28
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conditions incurred by working-class mothers. Specifically, in regards to the
struggle in Russia, she stated that:
Since poverty and insecurity are forcing women to take up work, and
since the number of women out working is increasing every year, the
very least that can be done is to make sure that hired labor does not
become the "grave of maternity." The. law must intervene to help
women to combine work and maternity.
Specifically, she called for laws such as (1) a ban on night work for women and
children, (2) an eight-hour work day, (3) child-labor restrictions, (4) regulation of
the conditions of the work place, and (5) maternity protection and insurance.
Because of her views about the German Party, Kollontai was exiled to
Scandinavia where she began correspondence with V. I. Lenin about the war
between Germany and Russia. Lenin's position was that the imperialist war
between Germany and Russia needed to be refocused to a civil war in order to
defeat the Tsarist regime in Russia. Kollontai's position at that time was a
pacifist argument which was articulated by other socialist women, such as Clara
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Zetkin and Rosa Luxemburg. Although Kollontai began to align herself with the
Bolsheviks, reservations continued to persist. "Kollontai welcomed Lenin's
opposition to the war, but as a pacifist she could not share his views that the war,
rather than simply ending, must be turned into a civil war."-" Between 1914 and
1915, Kollontai in correspondence with Lenin argued the issue of civil war or civil
peace. Kollontai was anti-military and against all action of arming the
proletariat, while Lenin viewed such a position as anti-revolutionary and
idealistic.
32
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In 1915, a conference of the Socialist Women's International was convened in
which this issue was discussed, along with the idea of creating a Third
International. The Bolshevik Committee was intent on uniting the left in favor of
civil war, while pacifist women wanted the conference to support the call for
peace and the leadership of the Second International. Kollontai did not
participate in this conference because her own views were still unresolved. The
problem remained for Kollontai of whether to align herself with the vanguard of
the Second International or the Bolshevik idea of civil war. Yet, in June of 1915,
Kollontai became an official member of the Bolshevik Party, again remaining
steadfast to her commitment against social-patriotism and in favor of
internationalism. As she also stated about this time:
So long as the war continued, the problem of women's liberation
obviously had to recede into the background since my only concern,
my highest aim, was to fieht against the war and call a new Workers'
International into being. "
As a Bolshevik, Kollontai wrote party pamphlets calling for an end to the
imperalist war with Germany, and again focusing attention on the situation in
Russia. She traveled throughout Europe and the United States to lecture and raise
funds for the Bolshevik cause. As she later explained, "I shared Lenin's view which
was aimed at spreading the conviction that the war could be defeated only by the
Revolution, by the uprising of the workers."35 By 1917, Kollontai was a member
of the Central Committee of the Bolshevik Party and voted for the strategy of
armed uprising. Following the October take-over, Kollontai was named
Commissariat of Social Welfare of the new government.




Upon Kollontai's return to Russia in March of 1917 and her subsequent move
into a government position, a changed attitude towards her feminist consciousness
emerged. She became more outspoken about the conditions of women and began
to articulate how socialist transformation was to impact on the experiences of
women. Still she fell short of calling such thought feminism. She began to raise
the issue of a separate women's organization within the Party, one that would
educate women while organizing them for political activities in their interest.
Her office helped to establish institutions to protect women and children, such as
maternity homes, creeches and warm rooms where women could nurse while at the
factories. She wrote articles which appeared in Pravda, that demanded Party
support for the activities of women workers in an attempt to develop feminist
consciousness among all workers. In all respects, Kollontai began to demand
feminist activities among women. As she stated, "women must not expect to be
handed equality on a plate; they must be prepared to fight for their interest."36
With the success of the 1917 Revolution came the removal of all legal
restrictions and disabilities that placed women in an inferior position in that
society. Laws that pertained to divorce, children born out of wedlock, and the
right of women to demand child support were altered. Yet, even more crucial
during the early years in the development of the Soviet socialist state which
conditionally determined the position of women within that society, was the
tremendous decrease in the population during the First World War.
With more than 20 million lives lost, the movement of women into "social"
production became a crucial economic necessity for the survival of the society.
Thus, initial State policies toward women were geared to bringing women out of
3 Alexandra Kollontai, "Working Women and the Constituent Assembly,"
Pravda (March 21, 1917), quoted from Alex Holt, "Commentary," Selected
Writings of Alexandra Kollontai.
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the home into industrial production. With the advent of war, women took over
jobs usually carried out by men.
The mobilization of millions of men resulted in a vast influx of
women into industry. By the end of the war, women formed 40
percent of the labor force in large scale industry and 60 percent of all
textile workers in the Moscow region .... Indeed, it was a massive
strike touched off by women textile workers on International Women's
Day that culminated in the February Revolution of 1917 and the
establishment of the Provisional Government. '
It was in this climate that Kollontai began to elaborate on what socialist
transformation could bring in the conditions of women. Although the economic
situation in the society at that time had begun to deteriorate, she criticized the
government for its tendency of not supporting policies that would lead to a change
in society, what Kollontai termed as the "social revolution." For in fact, she
resigned her post in March of 1918 because of this very reason. What did she
expect to happen? Nothing less than a transformation in the relationship of
women to production and the family. As she stated:
The labor republic sees women first and foremost as a member of the
labor force, as a unit of living labor; the function of maternity is seen
as highly important but as a supplemental task and as a task that is
not a private matter but a social matter.38
Thus, a crucial starting point of this social revolution, in Kollontai's opinion, was
the way in which women's roles were defined in society.
It is important to note that Kollontai did not take issue with the roles
women assumed in society or the type of work they performed in social
production. This "allowed Kollontai to give prominence to the idea of first
bringing women into the area of social production to perform those tasks which
3 Gail W. Lapidus, Women in Soviet Society; Equality, Development and
Social Change (Berkeley, California: University of California Press, 1978), p. 49.
JOAlexandra Kollontai, "The Labor of Women in the Evolution of the
Economy," Selected Writings of Alexandra Kollontai, p. 143.
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previously they had fulfilled privately within the family."-" She believed that the
mechanization of industry would ultimately eliminate the division of labor.
Rather, her concern rested in how women's labor was viewed by society. Women,
first and foremost, needed to be viewed as units of labor, and as units of labor
certain requirements of necessity needed to be met by the State in order to allow
them to reach their maximum level of productivity. It is for this reason that
transformation in familial relations was a crucial part of the social revolution.
In order to further understand this point, Kollontai's conception of the
development of female oppression becomes important. The classical conception
of the "women's question" places the subordination of women with the rise of
private property. In this analysis, the status of women in society is understood in
terms of changes in kinship patterns. Kollontai redefines this question by linking
the status of women to the labor they perform in society. She begins from the
premise that female participation in social production in all historical epochs had
determined their social status. For example, in primitive societies, women
enjoyed greater equality because of their participation in economic development
and the veneration of their roles as mothers or lifegivers. This historical epoch is
characterized by the non-existence of private property. Here, she advances the
idea of existing matriarchal societies, systems founded on the role of mothers as
the source of life. Still, she emphasizes the point that it was not the role of
mother, but that of a producer, which determined the status of women in these
societies.
Thus, divisions of labor according to sex have existed in societies throughout
human history. It was not until female labor came to be defined outside the
■"Alex Holt, "Commentary," Selected Writings of Alexandra Kollontai, p.
211.
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sphere of social production that the oppression of women developed. "The
enslavement of woman is connected with the moment of the division of labor
according to sex, when productive labor falls to the lot of man and secondary
labor to the lot of woman." When women lost their position in social
production, their status in society deteriorated. As she further explains, "Private
property only helped enslave women in places where woman has in fact lost her
significance in production under the influence of the growing division of
labor."*1 Thus, it was concluded that this situation of oppression could be
remedied if women were again assigned a place in social production and viewed as
producers.
After the war, the economic situation continued to worsen. Women
continued to be employed in industry, but many women began to lose their jobs to
men returning from war. The high rate of women employed in managerial and
executive positions attained during the war was drastically reduced. And even
though the law stated "equal pay for equal work," women doing the same jobs as
men were paid differently. Female unemployment was becoming a problem,
especially now that so many women were heads of households. In March of 1921, a
New Economic Policy (NEP) was instituted in which efficient production became
the major objective, usually at the expense of many of the goals described as
leading to the emancipation of women. Such State policies were criticized by
Koiiontai not only in terms of not addressing the needs of women in that society,
but also in regards to not remaining true to the goals of the Revolution. Although
she resigned her government position under pressure to leave, she again was
* Alexandra Koiiontai, "The Labor of Women in the Evolution of the
Economy" (Moscow, 1928), p. 20, quoted from Alex Holt, "Commentary," Selected
Writings of Alexandra Koiiontai.
^id., p. 27.
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appointed to another position, that of People's Commissar of Propaganda and
Agitation of the Ukraine. Later in that same year she returned to Moscow to lead
the Central Women's Department (Zenotdel).
Kollontai's political career had continued to flourish until 1921 when she
became active in the Workers1 Opposition. The Workers' Opposition was a group
which criticized the viability of the NEP along with the growing bureaucratic and
authoritarian tendencies developing within the Party.
Though she had always recognized the need for discipline, Kollontai
had also always believed that the working class must be the
instrument of its own liberation and that the party must encourage
the creativity of the class. Her support for the Opposition was an
affirmation of these beliefs, a statement of her political priorities.**
The Opposition was similar to most oppositions which developed within the Party
during those times except in one instance. Unlike most oppositions which were
composed of members of the upper echelons of the Party, the Opposition was
rooted in the unions. It had rank-and-file support and posed the threat of
influencing many workers. The Opposition flourished until 1923, when its position
was defeated by the leadership of the Party. While some of its members were
purged from the Party, Kollontai was dealt with more leniently. She instead was
banished from the country, assigned to work with the diplomatic corp in Norway.
She remained in diplomatic service throughout the remainder of her career,
serving in such countries as Mexico and Sweden.
Although Kollontai had been removed from the political front in Russia, her
interest in political developments there continued, especially in regards to the
struggle for women's liberation. It was in a debate which appeared in Pravda
during 1923 that Kollontai finally began to articulate her understanding of
women's activities and thought within the workers' state. Kollontai also finally
*2Alex Holt, "Commentary," Selected Writings, p. 152.
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began to define such action and thought as "feminism." In 1923, the term
feminism still carried the same negative connotations it always had within the
Party, a position with which Kollontai once was in agreement. And even though
some prominant socialist such as Bebel, Lenin and Trotsky called on women to
organize themselves, such actions were usually labeled as feminist, and therefore,
viewed as being potentially destructive to the unity of purpose of the Party and
the working class.
The debate began in 1923 in response to articles written by Vera Golubeva.
Golubeva worked in the Zhenotdel after Kollontai left as its leader. In her
articles, she argued that the Party had no real interest in the Zhenotdel since the
Party failed to give it adequate monetary support. She also stated that because of
female unemployment, which she claimed was the result of the NEP, the work of
the Zhenotdel had been severely hampered since it only worked with women
employed in factories and on farms. She suggested "that the Zhenotdel expand its
methods by organizing 'special societies' of non-Party, unemployed women
dedicated to the Zhenotdel goal of full equality and liberation from
domesticity."*3 The responses to this suggestion were heated, to say the least.
From Norway, Kollontai responded to the suggestion of special societies by
supporting Golubeva's position. Kollontai argued that special societies made sense
during the NEP, since women were not being employed. She drew attention to the
small number of women who were members of the Party and the growing nature of
female unemployment. She agreed that something more than the delegates'
meetings which were used to organize women in the factories and on the farms
was needed. She felt that it was necessary for the Zhenotdel to reach the
Beatrice Farnsworth, Alexandra Kollontai: Socialism, Feminism, and the
Bolshevik Revolution (Stanford, California: Stanford University Press, 1980), p.
311.
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unemployed housewives. She called for the use of women's clubs as a strategy for
the Zhenotdel to reach these women. Thus, she also approved the idea of
developing separate women's organizations. This position was novel in itself
especially since before this time, Kollontai objected vehemently to such action
among women.
Yet, even more important was Kollontai's assertion that it was possible for
feminism to exist within the ranks of the socialists. Rather than condemning
feminism, she described it in working-class terms. Golubeva had been called a
feminist because of her remarks. Kollontai defended this claim by stating that
"feminism was a terrible word only if the working women strove for liberation
within a bourgeois framework."*'' She also stated that feminism was merely "the
aspiration of women to establish their own rights and that those rights did not
oppose the interest of the proletariat but, in a workers' state, fused with
them."*5 Within a workers1 state, feminism became a goal for which to fight.
She explained her acceptance of the term she had previously
spurned: In bourgeois countries, the working class must fight the
feminist; but it was in no way harmful, when power was in the hands
of the working class for women to unite and become, as it were,
"socialist feminists."*6
She believed that women, as socialist feminist, could work for socialism and that
this was the direction the Zhenotdel should assume in light of the circumstances
confronting most women in Soviet society at that time.
In any event, the suggestion of separate societies was rejected by the Party
as feminist deviation, while Kollontai's explanation of socialist feminism was
ignored. "Her essays, short stories, and novellas exploring relations between the
**Ibid., p. 313.
*6Ibid.
sexes, giving literary form to her concept of socialist feminism, only deepened the
suspicions within the Party that Kollontai was, after all, divisive."* The work of
the Zhenotdel continued as usual until it was dismantled in 1930.
The writings referenced above focused on the issues of (1) the withering
away of the nuclear family, (2) the relations between the sexes, and (3) the
emergence of the "new woman" and "new people" within the struggle for
communism. Kollontai grounded such discussions in the assumption that "different
economic systems have different moral codes. ° Therefore, it was inevitable
that relations between the sexes and in the family would develop in a fashion that
complemented the economic system of the society.
Family and marriage are historical categories, phenomena which
develop in accordance with the economic relations that exist at the
given level of production. The form of marriage and of the family is
thus determined by the economic system of the given epoch, and it
changes as the economic base of society changes. The family, the
same way as government, religion, science, morals, laws and customs,
is part of tte superstructure which derives from the economic system
of society. *
The function of the family unit was expected to be altered and thus, the
structure of the family and the relations between the sexes. Relations such as the
responsibility of parents to educate and bring up their children and the dependence
of women on their husbands for economic security, were all viewed as areas that
would be altered due to the intervention of a workers' state. For within socialist
society, these responsibilities would be assumed by the State in order to free
women to become productive workers within society, while at the same time
securing the development of generations of future laborers for the work force. 'In
id., p. 321.
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^Alexandra Kollontai, "Theses on Communist Morality in the Sphere of
Marital Relations," Selected Writings, p. 228.
*9id., p. 225.
the period of the dictatorship of the proletariat, there is a transition to the single
production plan and collective social consumption, and the family loses its
significance as an economic unit."50 Therefore, these actions would greatly alter
the needs of the society for nuclear family units and thus lead to a transformation
in the structure and function of the family.
Once relations between the sexes cease to perform the economic and
social function of the former family, they are no longer the concern
of the workers1 collective. It is not the relationships between the
sexes but the resulting child that concerns the collective.
The collective becomes involved in providing for maternity, protecting the well-
being of both the mother and the child. Here, childbirth is viewed not as a private
matter but a social responsibility, an act which works toward the betterment and
survival of the collective. It also becomes the responsibility of the collective to
raise and educate the child. Thus, the welfare of the child is protected by the
State, regardless of the actions or relationship between the parents. The State
assumes the responsibility of educating the child in order to insure that values are
instilled that foster loyalty to the collective and that needed skills are developed
by the society.
"With the introduction of the obligation of all citizens to work, women have
value in the national economy which is independent of her family or marital
status. ^ Thus, the economic dependence of women would be eradicated.
Women would no longer be dependent on their husbands but on their work.
Women's economic independence in society would be established, whereby
relationships with men would develop abate material considerations. This would




the family would no longer be necessary since this aspect would fall outside of the
boundaries of the union between a man and a woman.
On the ruins of the former family we shall soon see a new form rising
which will involve altogether different relations between men and
women, and which will be a union of two equal members of the
communist society, both of them free, both of them independent,
both of them workers."
This transformation in the relations between the sexes was also viewed as
being able to alleviate feelings of isolation and loneliness rampant in capitalist
society. It would direct individuals to search for fullfillment not only in terms of
their relationships with other individuals, but also in their relationships to the
collective. "New Women" and "New People" would develop, who are conscious of
their ability to be fullfilled by creative labor and political action. The ego would
be transformed, moving away from individualistic feelings and motivations to a
sense of oneness with the collective in purpose and pursuits. The value of the
collective would supercede those of the individual, freeing people to love and work
in mutual respect and solidarity.
Needless to say, Kollontai's predictions about the human condition within
socialist society did not materialize nor were her works on this subject ever taken
seriously by the Party in planning the direction of Soviet society. For in fact,
during the reign of Stalin, the nuclear family was strengthened and the "cult of
motherhood" emerged. Women were expected not only to participate in
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David Lane, Politics and Society in the USSR, second edition (New York: New
York University Press, 1978), p. 375. Also refer to discussion of sexual relations
in, "Sexual Relations and the Class Struggle"; 'Theses on Communist Morality in
the Sphere of Marital Relations"; and "Sisters," Selected Writings of Alexandra
Kollontai; Alexandra Kollontai, Red Love (Westport, Connecticut: Hyperion
Press, 1973) and; Alexandra Kollontai, "New Women," part II, Autobiography of a
Sexually Emancipated Woman (New York: Herder and Herder, 1971).
production, but also to fulfill their roles as wives and mothers. "Although she did
not join any of the oppositions to Stalin and never made any open criticism of his
regime, she neither joined the Stalinists nor expressed open support for them."*9
Kollontai became isolated because of her ideas and eventually discontinued her
literary career on the subject of the liberation of women. She died in 1952, a
decorated member of the Party for her diplomatic work and work in organizing
working and peasant women.
In conclusion, it seems that the Marxist feminist method articulated by
Kollontai developed in response to her involvement in political and governmental
activities. Although the goal of the liberation of women always remained
foremost in her political consciousness, Kollontai was a Marxist who believed this
goal could only be attained in the struggle for socialism (and ultimately,
communism). The disheartening discovery, for her, was that after the socialist
state was established, a strong commitment to struggle for the liberation of
women did not inevitably occur. In fact, the progressive stance taken by the
Party in 1917 to bring about the liberation of women was slowly dismantled
throughout the 1920's. By the 1930's, the intention of state policies was clearly
directed towards the restoration of the nuclear family and traditional domestic
female roles. Therefore, in the face of these developments, Kollontai's feminist
consciousness developed into a more strident feminist politic, although it
remained theoretically limited. Her feminist thought was attacked as immoral
and destructive, and therefore, dismissed as having no utility in developing a
structure of socialist civil society. In the final analysis, the same feminist
consciousness which motivated Kollontai to join the socialist movement, made her
an outcast in a socialist state.
298.
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CHAPTER m
THE FEMINIST THEORY OF ANGELA Y. DAVIS AND
THE COMBAHEE RIVER COLLECTIVE:
THE DEVELOPMENT OF BLACK FEMINIST POLITICAL ECONOMY
"A Black feminist presence has evolved most obviously in connection with
the second wave of the American women's movement beginning in the late
1960's."1 The majority of literature which has been developed during this period
tends to be historical, descriptive and literary in nature. Although to-date the
volume of theoretical literature is still quite limited, various theoretical
frameworks have become apparent. In regards to Black feminist literature which
incorporates a socialist framework, two distinct strands can be identified. They
include: (1) Black socialist/feminist literature which attempts to reconcile these
two bodies of thought into an applicable framework, and (2) Black socialist-radical
feminist literature. Both of these strands of Black feminist thought attempts an
analysis of race, sex, and class.
As stated in Chapter I, the writings of Angela Y. Davis will be used as an
example of theory which attempts an analysis of race, sex, and class. Davis is
used in this capacity because she is the most highly recognized theorist in this
particular category. Yet, utilization of the works of this theorist poses a problem
that must be addressed from the onset of this analysis. Davis describes herself as
Mt is also important to note that marginal women have participated in the
American women's movement throughout its history, although knowledge of this
participation is usually obscured. Refer to The Combahee River Collective, "A
Black Feminist Statement," Capitalist Patriarchy and the Case for Socialist
Feminism, ed. by Zillah R. Eisenstein (New York: Monthly Review Press, 1979), p.
363.
a Marxist. She does not describe herself as a feminist, nor does she align herself
with any faction of the feminist movement; therefore, conclusions drawn about
her feminist orientation have been extrapolated from a review of her writings on
women. Through this process, it can be surmised that Davis is best classified as a
Marxist feminist whose writings also focus on the dimension of racism. Thus, her
writings fall into the category of socialist feminism, as well as Black feminism.
Although the writings of Davis tend to be historical in nature, a theoretical
quality does exist.
In order to complete this discussion, a brief examination of Black socialist-
radical feminist literature seems important. This method is best represented by
the works of The Combahee River Collective which includes Barbara Smith who
has also published under her own name. The Combahee River Collective was
formed in 1974, bringing together progressive Black women interested in
confronting racial, sexual, heterosexual, and class oppression. Manning Marable
states that this group of women "viewed as their particular task the development
of integrated analysis and practice based upon the fact that the major systems of
oppression are interlocking." This group seems to be interested in developing
Black feminist theory.
In order to examine the Marxist feminist method in regards to the writings
of Davis, it first seems necessary to review her understanding of the rise of
female oppression under capitalism. As Flammang states, Marxist feminism tends
to involve a "use-value/exchange-value" argument to describe the nature of
domestic work. In this way, an explanation is developed about how female labor
came to be devalued under capitalism, which led to the structural oppression of
^Manning Marable, "Groundings with My Sisters: Patriarchy and the
Exploitation of Black Women," How Capitalism Underdeveloped Black America
(Boston: South End Press, 1983), p. 102.
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women. The analysis of Davis follows this line of reasoning, beginning with the
thesis expounded by Frederick Engels in his work, The Origin of the Family.
Private Property and the State, she states that "sexual inequality as we know it
did not exist before the advent of private property."3
She explains that during earlier historical periods, the sexual division of
labor within economic production was complementary rather than hierarchical.
Therefore, although labor functions were assigned according to sex, all labor was
essential to the survival of the community. Men were responsible for hunting and
herding, while women were responsible for gathering wild fruits and vegetables.
Within these societies, it seems that domestic duties tended to be accorded to
women as well. These duties included cooking and childrearing, as they do today,
but also other functions, such as making clothes and building houses. Thus, these
activities produced tangible goods for the community. "Because the community
during those eras was essentially an extended family, women's central role in
domestic affairs meant that they were accordingly valued and respected as
productive members of society,"
The point here is that:
Women's work from one historical era to another has been associated
in general with the homestead. Yet female domestic labor has not
always been what it is today, for lite all social phenomena, housework
is a fluid product of human history.
For example, housework during the colonial era of the United States formed the
system of production to a large extent. Almost everything the family needed or
ate was produced at home which included cooking, canning, making clothes,




candles, soap, baking, and doctoring. Oddly enough, housecleaning was the least
essential component of this process because of the numerous other activities in
which women were involved around the house. In other words, "colonial women
were not 'housecleaners' or 'housekeepers', but rather full-fledged and
accomplished workers within the home-based economy."
Even during the colonial era, women were noticeably involved in economic
activities outside of the home. Women were involved in labor which rendered
services to the colonial community, such as operating mills, stores, producing
cloth, and so on. As industrialization initially began to surge in the Northeast,
women were the first factory workers. Since the first factories in that area were
textile mills which involved spinning and weaving, women were recruited because
they traditionally possessed the skills necessary for such work.
Yet, "as industrialization advanced, shifting economic production from the
home to the factory, the importance of women's domestic work suffered a
systemic erosion." Women, first of all, lost their traditional roles as producers
since the bulk of goods once produced by them was now mass-produced in
factories. Homemade goods were no longer necessary to the survival of the
community. But even more, a complete re-evaluation of production transformed
the importance of domestically produced goods. Home-manufactured goods were
valuable because they fulfilled family needs, while factory produced commodities
were primarily valuable because they produced surplus-value.
This re-evaluation of economic production revealed, beyond the
physical separation of home and factory, a fundamental structural
separation between the domestic home economy and the profit-
oriented economy of capitalism. Since housework does not generate
6Ibid., p. 226.
7Ibid., p. 227.
profit, domestic labor was naturally defined as an inferior form of
work as compared to capitalist wage labor.
As Davis states, an ideological by-product of this economic transformation
was the development of the "housewife." Women, in general, came to be defined
as the keepers of the home, "the guardians of a devalued domestic life."9 The
irony of this occurrence was the fact that also during this historical moment in
the U.S., immigrant women were flooding factories in the Northeast while Black
women toiled in the slave economy in the South. Thus, "the 'housewife' reflected
a partial reality, for she was really a symbol of the economic prosperity enjoyed
by the emerging middle classes.11*0
Regardless of the economic reality of the times, this nineteenth century
depiction of womanhood as housewife and mother was applied as a universal model
for all women.
Since popular propaganda represented the vocation of all women as a
function of their roles in the home, women compelled to work for
wages came to be treated as alien visitors within the masculine world
of the public economy.11
Women in the wage labor force were not accorded the same position as men,
receiving inadequate wages while at the same time working long hours in
substandard conditions. "Needless to say, sexism emerged as a source of
outrageous super-profits for the capitalists."12
Thus, for Davis, female oppression is connected to the rise of capitalism in






economy from the public economy. The private sphere of the home lost its value
as the primary site of production. Labor which continued to be classified as
domestic no longer produced tangible goods for the community. Instead, it
became work which only produced use-value. Thus, domestic labor came to be
viewed as an inferior form of labor because it had no exchange-value as did paid
labor. Even more, this devalued labor was ascribed to women as their primary
function within a system of capitalist production. Women came to be defined in
terms of domestic labor which eroded their status in the paid labor market and
society in general.
Therefore, as Davis explains, "the contemporary women's movement has
represented housework as an essential ingredient in women's oppression."13 Those
feminists who have concentrated their efforts on the situation of the housewife
have raised the issue of wages for housework. This particular demand is the
strategy of the Wages for Housework Movement which began in Italy in 197*.
These feminists conclude that "housework is degrading and oppressive, primarily
because it is unpaid labor."1* The proponents of this movement describe this
strategy not only in terms of being a key to the emancipation of housewives and
women in general, but also "as the pivotal issue of the entire working-class
movement."
The theoretical origins of the Wages for Housework Movement can be found
in the essay by Mariarosa Dalla Costa, "Women and the Subversion of the
Community." Dalla Costa redefines housework by characterizing it as labor which




described "as creators of the labor-power sold by their family members as
commodities on the capitalist market."16 The contradiction lies in the fact that
the private nature of household services seem only to serve the needs of individual
men and children while the real beneficiaries of these services is the employers of
husbands and the future employers of children. Other theorists who also have used
this analysis include Mary Inman, In Woman's Defense (1940); and Margaret
Benston, 'The Political Economy of Women's Liberation" (1969). These theorists
"define housework in such a way as to establish women as a special class of
workers exploited by capitalism called 'housewives'".1^
Davis is in agreement with this theoretical position in the sense that she
does not deny the fact that "women's procreative, childrearing, and housekeeping
roles make it possible for their family members to work to exchange their labor-
power for wages."18 Yet, she does not agree with the conclusion that because
domestic labor has a type of value in capitalist society that it is an integral part
of the productive process. Therefore, she takes issue with the assumptions that
women can be defined by their domestic functions regardless of their class and
race, and that the housewife is a "secret" worker inside the capitalist productive
process. On the contrary, she states that:
If the industrial revolution resulted in the structural separation of the
home economy, then housework cannot be defined as an integral
component of capitalist production. It is, rather, related to






The employer is not concerned with how labor-power is produced or sustained,
only that it exist. "In other words, the capitalist production process presupposes
20
the existence of a body of exploitable workers."
Davis uses the example of the South African version of capitalism to
illustrate this point. In this case, Black domestic life is not protected or sustained
by the employers or the state but rather, is legally prohibited in some areas and
stifled in others. "The social architects of Apartheid have simply determined that
Black labor yields higher profits when domestic life is all but entirely
discarded. Unemployed Black women are banned from cohabitating with their
husbands in the white urban areas where the men are employed. Black women,
married or single, who do possess residence permits for these areas are required to
live in single-sex hostels where family life is strictly prohibited. Presently, only
28.2 percent of Black women in South Africa are opting for marriage, in a state
where Black women and children are viewed as "superfious appendages" of the
Black male labor unit. Black domestic life is eroded because it is viewed as
unnecessary to the productive process and a threat to the status quo. If this
example can be used to characterize capitalism in general, then it seems futile to
argue that women be paid wages for housework because such work is a component
of the capitalist system of production.
Another limitation of the wages for housework strategy, in Davis1 opinion, is
revealed in the experiences of the paid domestic worker. "In the United States,
women of color, and especially Black women, have been receiving wages for
housework for untold decades."22 For the majority of the early twentieth
21 Ibid., p. 235.
22Ibid., p. 237.
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century, most Black women employed outside of the home have been domestic
workers, for not until clerical jobs became more accessible to Black women did
this occurrence significantly decline. Black women, "as paid housekeepers, have
been called upon to be surrogate wives and mothers in millions of white
homes."" The impact of sexism and racism inclined them to take jobs caring for
someone else's home usually at the expense of taking care of their own, while at
the same time denying them the distinction of being full-fledged workers. In the
first instance, the duties of the housewife are undefined and unending, which is
characteristic of the job experiences of most paid domestics. They are required
to perform any duty or task, work as many hours asked or risk losing their jobs.
Secondly, the wages these women receive for their countless duties are so pitifully
low that as a group they constitute the lowest paid occupation in this country,
while passage of protective legislation and attempts at unionization have not
radically altered this fact. "They continue to receive wages which are more
closely related to a housewife's 'allowance' than to a worker's paycheck."2** The
wages for housework strategy assumes that if women were paid for doing
housework that they would be accorded a higher social status, while the
experiences of paid domestic workers points to a very different reality.
Davis, therefore, rejects the strategy of demanding wages for housework as
a means of combating female oppression. In Davis' opinion, this strategy is
theoretically flawed and impractical. Women are expected to unite around the
vague desire of "rejecting the home." Dalla Costa argues in favor of the
"housewife's strike" in which women are expected to "leave the home," i.e.,
abandon housework, in order to gain (universal) wages for housework. Women are
23Ibid., p. 238.
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also expected to refuse to work in the capitalist market, based on the argument
that "slavery to an assembly line is not liberation from slavery to the kitchen
sink." They assume that once wages are gained for housework women can demand
higher wages which will compel the employer, i.e., the state, to industrialize
housework. The use of technology to do housework would ultimately reduce it.
Davis suggests that it is unrealistic to expect women to leave the home for
where will they go? She offers instead that:
Like racism, sexism is one of the great justifications for high female
unemployment rates. Many women are "just housewives" because in
reality they are unemployed workers. Cannot, therefore, the "just
housewives" role be most effectively challenged by demanding jobs
for women on a level of equality with men and by pressing for the
social services (child care, for example) and job benefits (maternity
leavesb£tc.) which will allow more women to work outside of the
home?"
The demand for decent jobs for women can provide a tangible goal around which
women can unite. "And as more women organize around the demand for more
jobs, for jobs on the basis of full equality with men, serious questions will
increasingly be raised about the future viability of women's housewife duties."26
On the job, women can unite with other women and men to combat the impact of
sexism.
"Moreover, under capitalism, campaigns for jobs on an equal basis with men,
combined with movements for institutions such as subsidized public child care,
contains an explosive revolutionary potential."27 Only as workers outside of the




powerful incentive for women to struggle for the elimination of domestic
"slavery." "But the socialization of housework, including meal preparation and
child care, presupposes an end to the profit-motive's reign over the economy."*0
Thus for Davis, the abolition of housework as the private responsibility of
individual women inevitably becomes the same as the struggle for socialism. "As
workers, as militant activists in the labor movement, women can generate the real
power to fight the mainstay and beneficiary of sexism which is the monopoly
capitalist system." A7
Analysis of the wages for housework strategy leads Davis to reject it, only
to advocate the very same conclusions drawn by Marx, Engels, Lenin, and
Kollontai. The troubling indictment is that she is writing some 60 years (or more)
after these theorists, after changes in the relationship between capital and labor,
and, after numerous, unrealized historical attempts prefaced on these very same
conclusions. She retrieves the determinist logic of concluding that only political
action at the point of production is necessary to combat female oppression, while
at the same time assuming that change will be effected by an (illusionary)
"revolutionary" working class.
As a Black socialist feminist theorist, Davis uses an insufficient method.
Yet in the opinion of this writer, her contribution to Black feminist thought lies in
the fact that she recognized the need of presenting a feminist perspective during
a crucial moment in the history of the Black community. Davis published her
most recognized Black feminist piece during a time when such thought was very
unpopular, since the majority of Blacks who initially wrote about feminism were




By the mid-1970's, a number of women emerged within the Black
Movement who advocated key political and economic reforms
suggested first by the feminist movement. Many, although by no
means all, were also identified as socialists. Angela Davis1 essays in
the Black Scholar, her deep commitment to antisexist and antiracist
politics, were profoundly influential for many Black women.30
One of the essays referenced by Marable here was written by Davis in 1971
while she was in prison. She entitled this piece, "Reflections on the Black
Woman's Role in the Community of Slaves."3 This essay was written in an
attempt to dissuade the growing popularity of the "black matriarch" myth
propagated in social science research about Black women. In many ways, the
hostile attitude of many Blacks towards feminism and its potential political
economic impact for Black women can be traced to a level of acceptance of this
myth among Black people, even today. The crucial point here is that discussion of
this one issue has consumed so much space in the writings of Black feminists that
it has come to be identified as a characteristic of this general category of
32
feminism.J* In order to understand the impact of this myth about Black women,
it first seems necessary to review it.
Analyses of the experiences of Black women predominately have been
reified in discussions of the family, usually structured by a structural functionalist
30Manning Marable, pp. 99-100.
31 Angela Y. Davis, "Reflections on the Black Woman's Role in the
Community of Slaves," The Black Scholar, vol. Ill, no. <f (December 1971). pp.
3-15.
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J*3anet A. Flammang discusses this issue as a characteristic of Black
feminist thought in her examination of this category of feminist thought. Refer
to 3anet A. Flammang, "Feminist Theory: The Question of Power," unpublished
paper, Department of Political Science, University of Santa Clara (September
1982), pp. 3<MU, especially pp. 35-36.
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approach. The studies by E. Franklin Frazier, The Negro Family in the United
States, concluded that the occurrence of female-headed households in the Black
community was the result of the f ailure of Blacks to assimilate mainstream values
and behavior. For him:
Black family life was disorganized and dysfunctional because of a
series of disruptive social changes in the Black community (e.g.,
enslavement, emancipation, migration from rural South to urban
North, etc.) which prevented the development and perpetuation of
stable family relations.
Here, the existence of a "matriarchal orientation" was the result of the
incomplete assimilation of patriarchal structures and values by Black people. In
1965, the "Moynihan Report"36 was published. This report concluded that the
cause of Black people's position in the United States can be found in the
preponderance of its "unorthodox" family structure. It stated that:
In essence, the Negro community has been forced into a matriarchal
structure which, because it is so out of line with the rest of American
society, seriously retards the progress of the group as a whole, and
imposes a crushing burden on the N^gro male and, in consequence on
a great many Negro women as well. '
This report identified the roots of Black oppression, expressed in the "tangle of
pathology," in terms of the lack of male authority. Even more crucial, the
conclusions of this report implied that Black women were the cause of this
situation. As Davis states, "the controversal finale of the Moynihan Report was a
Walter R. Allen, "The Search for Applicable Theories of Black Family
Life," Journal of Marriage and the Family, vol. 40, no. 1 (February 1978), pp.
1IS-120.
E. Franklin Frazier, The Negro Family in the United States (Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, 1932, 1939, and 1957). '—
35Walter R. Allen, p. 119.
/«, u- Daniel P" M°ypihan» The Negro Family: The Case for National Action
(Washington, D.C.: U.S. Department of Labor, 1965).
37Ibid.
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call to introduce male authority (meaning male supremacy, of course) into the
Black family and the community at large."JO
The conclusions of the Moynihan Report sent Shockwaves through the Black
intellectual community, initiating heated debate. The problem is that even though
this report vividly described the oppression and exploitation accrued to Black
people in the United States, this point rarely served as the focus of attention. Nor
were the concepts of matriarchy or patriarchy as systems of family and social
organization, the power relations implied by these concepts, and the nexus
between them and the economic structure of society ever seriously scrutinized.
Instead, this debate followed the simplistic reasoning of the report itself.
Some writers refuted the matriarchy conclusion simply by proving that the
"average," i.e., male-headed, two-parent, household was alive and operating in the
■JO
Black community. Other scholars concluded that if the condition of a single sex
were to be given notable consideration in regards to Black people, it was that of
the Black male because he had been more oppressed in being denied a position of
power in a patriarchal society. " The view has also been forwarded that even
though Black women do experience sexist oppression, racial oppression is of more
consequence since sexual oppression is a lesser form of oppression. Therefore, any
talk of sex-role antagonisms would lead to disunity; instead, Black women were
requested to tolerate sexist behavior from Black men and in Black patriarchal
•10
JOAngela Y. Davis, Women, Race and Class, p. 13.
for example, Andrew Billingsley, The Black Family in White America
(Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1968).
'See for example, Nathan Hare, "What Happened to the Black Movement,"
Black World (January 1976), p. 22.
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institutions. It was in the midst of this atmosphere that Davis refuted the
matriarch thesis as an erroneous depiction of the Black women's position in the
United States.
This particular article by Davis concentrated on the era of slavery because
Davis felt that "the issue of the Black matriarchy had to be refuted at its
presumed historical inception."*2 Davis explains that United States slavery
differed from the ancient expression of this mode of production, using a
machination based on economics, race and dehumanizing tactics to make it
feasible. For Davis, the fact that slaves were transported to the United States, as
opposed to being indigenous to the area, is a distinguishing characteristic.
Therefore, no social structures or cultural dictates which might have induced
reconciliation to the circumstances of bondage existed, such as prisoners of war,
etc. Black people were uprooted from their natural environment, culture, and
social relations, and put into a society that attempted to maintain an absence of
"legitimate socio-cultural surroundings." She also points out that "slavery was
enclosed in a society otherwise characterized by 'free1 wage labor."*'' Black
slaves could always contrast their labor to that of white working people,
especially when slaves were contracted out to work side-by-side with white
workers and when white workers were overseeing the slaves.
Black culture and social life therefore developed, pulling remnants from
both African and European cultures within the slave community. Both of these
Dr. Robert Staples, "The Myth of the Black Matriarchy: A Response to
Angry Black Feminists," The Black Scholar (Januarv-Februarv 1970).
Angela Y. Davis, "Reflections on the Black Woman's Role in the




types of cultures included the tradition of patriarchy. Thus, patriarchy
conditioned relations both internal and external to the slave community, while
racism at the same time conditioned relations of labor and society. The impact of
racism and patriarchal "ideology" operating within the early United States
capitalist social formation netted a very different experience for Black women
than American women in general.
"3udged by the evolving nineteenth century ideology of feminity, which
emphasized women's role as nurturing mothers, gentle companions, and
housekeepers for their husbands, Black women were practically anomolies."*5
Due to the fact that slavery relegated all African people to the role of laborers,
gender distinctions typically defined by patriarchal "ideology" within the larger
society did not impact on individuals in the slave community in the same fashion.
Moreover, since Black women as workers could not be treated as the
"weaker sex" or the "housewife", Black men could not be candidates
for the figure of "family head" and certainly not for "family
provider." After all, men, women and children alike were all
"providers" for the slaveholding class.
Black women were primarUy defined as laborers in American society as were
Black men and children. Contrary to the idea that most slave women were
houseservants, Davis insists that slave women predominantly performed the same
types and amount of work as did Black men. Also in regards to the slave economy,
Black women were viewed as "breeders" (not mothers) who could add to the slave
population at no additional cost. In essence, the structure of slavery created a
type of "equality" of exploitation among Black women and men in the sphere of
labor. Yet, as women in the slave community, Black women were still responsible
for domestic and childrearing functions.
Angela Y. Davis, Women. Race and Class, p. 5.
*6IKdM p. 8.
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The irony of this situation rests in the fact that slave women, in carrying out
a role otherwise viewed as an expression of female inferiority, related to the
individual slaves in the most self-sustaining manner to be found by them. Black
women were responsible for caring for the needs of the individual slaves.
Traditionally the labor of females, domestic work, is suppose to
complement and confirm their inferiority .... But with the Black
slave woman, there is a strange twist of affairs: In the infinite
anguish of ministering to the needs of the men and children around
her (who were not necessarily members of her immediate family), she
was performing the only labor of the slave community which could
not be directly and immediately claimed by the oppressor.
The domestic functions performed by slave women placed them at the center of
the slave community because such labor was valued as being essential to the
survival of the individual slaves and, therefore, the community as a whole. As
Davis states, "her survival-oriented activities were themselves a form of
resistance .... Survival, moreover, was the prerequisite of all higher levels of
struggle."'*8
The confusing correlation is that it is this role of Black women which has
formed the basis of the matriarchy thesis.
Lingering beneath the notion of the Black matriarch is an unspoken
indictment of our female forebearers as having actively assented to
slavery. The notorious cliche, the "emasculating female", has its
roots in the fallacious inference that in playing a central part in the
slave "family", the Black woman related to the slaveholding class as
collaborator. Nothing could be further from the truth."
Angela Y, Davis, "Reflections on the Black Women's Role in the
Community of Slaves," p. 7.
*bld* Barbara Smith also talks about the importance of home and domestic
roles, or the "need to retain our blood connections," in regards to Black women
and/or feminists, as well as Black people in the United States. Refer to Barbara
Smith, "Introduction," Home Girls: A Black Feminist Anthology, ed. by Barbara
Smith (New York: Kitchen Table: Women of Color Press, 1983), p. li.
^Ibid., p. 4.
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The American type of slavery attempted to maintain a "rigidified disorganization
of family life just as it attempted to limit the development of all other types of
social structures within which Black people might forge a collective and conscious
existence."50 For example, during slavery, the mother was considered the only
legitimate parent of her child, yet this did not mean that "she was even permitted
to guide it to maturity." Such a situation contradicts the very definition of the
term "matriarch."
"Inherent in the very concept of the matriarchy is power."51 The term
denotes government by women. It is a type of social organization in which the
mother is recognized as the head, while kinship is traced through the mother. The
use of the term "matriarchy" to describe the occurrence of female-headed
households is not only erroneous, but a gross distortion of the political economic
reality of such a situation for women in the United States, especially Black
women.
Davis insists that the matriarchy concept served as "an open weapon of
ideological warfare" to condition the behavior of Black people.
Black men and women alike remain its potential victims - men
unconsciously lunging at the women, equating her with the myth;
women sinking back into the shadows, lest an aggressive posture
resurrect the myth in themselves. z
In the final analysis, the matriarchy myth diverted attention away from
understanding the dynamics of the actual relations which in fact do oppress Black
people, while at the same time seriously distorting the experiences of the majority




This view of the matriarchy myth set Davis apart from the majority of
Blacks who expressed an opinion about the situation of Black women during this
time. Although her analysis continued to discuss women from the vantage point of
their position within the family, the conclusions drawn by her tend to be more
useful in developing an understanding about how sexism and racism operate in
conditioning the experiences of Black women from slavery to the present. This
discussion also highlights the contributions of Black women in the struggle for
Black liberation. As she goes on to explain:
We, the Black women of today, must accept the full weight of a
legacy wrought in blood by our mothers in chains. Our fight, while
identical in spirit, reflects different conditions, and thus implies
different paths of struggle. But as heirs to a tradition of supreme
perseverance and heroic resistance, we must hasten to take our place
wherever our people are forging towards freedom.53
Davis, therefore, resurrects a positive, historical image of Black women. This
image defines Black women as valuable participants in the Black family and
community, as well as active participants in the struggles for social change.
Davis also has attempted to explain a variety of issues derived from the
feminist movement. It is in these areas that her writings tend to be historical in
nature. These historical discussions trace Black female involvement in the early
feminist movement in the United States, as well as its development into Black
women's organizations designed to address their particular needs and interest. She
also discusses the issues of rape, birth control, and reproductive rights from the
vantage point of how Black women tend to perceive these issues. In all of these
discussions, the contradictions between the interest of the larger feminist
movement and those of Black women are emphasized. The major limitation of
these discussions though, is that the development of theoretical concerns which
might relate these issues together is absent.
53Ibid.
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The feminist debate was initiated in the Black community during this time
as an outgrowth of Black women's involvement in social and political activities
and organizations. The emergence of a Black feminist presence also began to
flourish during this historical moment because "both integrationalist and
nationalist-oriented Black men had little to say concretely about the exploitation
of Black women by their institutions."5** Yet, as stated by Manning Marable:
The emergency of a militant Black feminism since the mid-1970's,
which has since continued and deepened in organizational character,
is the product of the convergence of several specific social and
economic factors. As illustrated previously, the actual practice of
the Black Power Movement was the perpetuation of the structures of
patriarchy, under the guise of "Blackness". With the passage of
affirmative action legislation, many Black males drew the conclusion
that Black women were now taking away newly-won middle income
jobs from them .... Black women knew better than men that the
dynamics of sexist exploitation were not altered by bourgeois
legislation. Black women remained^t the very bottom of the income
ladder within the U.S. social order.
It was in response to Black liberation rhetoric of this nature that produced the
theory and practice of progressive Black feminists.
The Combahee River Collective can be included in this group of progressive
Black feminists. The works published by this group and Barbara Smith form a type
of feminist thought which is better classified as Black socialist-radical
feminism. Here, theory is developed that attempts an analysis of race, sex, and
class as well as heterosexualism. As Barbara Smith states, Black feminism, if it is
to provide sound analysis of Black women's situation, must incorporate an
Manning Marable, "Groundings with My Sisters," p. 99.
]bia\, p. 101. Also refer to statistics presented on pp. 101-102 to
emphasize this point.
For clarity in this discussion, lesbian feminist theory is classified as a type
of radical feminist theory. For the purposes of this study, all lesbian feminist
theory is a type of radical feminist theory, while all radical feminist theory is not
lesbian feminist theory.
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understanding of economic oppression and racism as weil as analysis of sexual
oppression and heterosexism."57
The most distinguishing characteristic about the theory presented by this
group of women is the ability to move beyond the "either/or" formulations that
generally plague Black feminist thought. As Smith argues, "there is such a thing
as racial-sexual oppression which is neither solely racial nor solely sexual."58
Although it is recognized that different types of systems of oppression do in fact
condition the experiences of Black women, these systems of oppression are viewed
as operating in an interlocking fashion, therefore, creating a compounded type of
oppression.
Black and other Third World women's relationships to the systems of
oppression in this society are, by definition, different from those of
other oppressed groups who do not experience both racial and sexual
oppression at the same time.5^
Therefore, there are problems inherent in trying to develop a useful Black
feminist analysis because of the "simultaneity of oppression" they experience.
First of all, this theoretical position is in agreement with Marxist analysis in
the sense that the material conditions of people's lives most clearly affect one's
possibilities in life. The material conditions "determine to a huge extent the
content and quality of our lives."60 Yet, the material conditions of Black women's
lives are not only conditioned by economic oppression, but by racism and sexism as
well. The impact of these systems of oppression determine how Black women
Barbara Smith, "Notes from Yet Another Paper on Black Feminism, or
Will the Real Enemy Please Stand Up? " Conditions: Five (1979), p. 127.
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ibid., p. 123. Also refer to Barbara Smith, "Introduction," Home Girls: A
Black Feminist Anthology, ed. by Barbara Smith (New York; Kitchen Table:




actually live in this country. "Sexism and racism are inherently part of all that
happens to Black women, indeed they are just as central to our material conditions
as class oppression."61 Therefore, Black socialist-radical feminist theory also
assumes that the destruction of the political-economic systems of capitalism need
to occur before the quality of Black women's lives can be significantly altered.
Yet, as Smith continues:
I also realize that while struggling for survival, we cannot always
examine and fight all the forces that make our lives intolerable. But
this does not mean that these forces do not exist .... I think it is
essential to struggle against sexism and racism just as we struggle
against economic oppression. These are not trivial oppressions but
very real ones which pre-date capitalism and therefore will not
necessarily disappear when capitalism disappears.
Another problem inherent in trying to develop a viable Black feminist
analysis revolves around the issue of identifying the oppressor(s) in Black women's
lives. Smith states that:
... a workable and general definition of an oppressor is the person(s)
who takes away your freedom. This means the person may be of the
same class as you, the same race as you, and even the same sex as
you. The identity of the oppressors we face in our day-to-day lives is
fluid and constantly changing . . . .
She rejects arguments that define the oppressors) as the ruling class and/or the
system because it relieves individuals of responsibility for their actions.
Refusing to name persons as oppressors, but instead, using remote
concepts, means that people do not really have to be responsible for
what they do; that any negative action is excusable because it's really
the system's fault anyway.
Therefore, a useful Black feminism is specific about naming the oppressor, which





It is this position that gives the intimidating character to Black feminism,
because it not only focuses on Black women's relationships to the larger society
but also on Black women's relationships with Black men. It is sophistry to argue
that the ruling class oppresses women and not men; it is sophistry as well to only
argue that the system oppresses Black women and not acknowledge the oppression
accrued to Black women by Black men. Yet, as Smith explains:
. .. acknowledging the sexism of Black men does not mean that we
become "male-haters" or necessarily eliminate them from our lives.
What it does mean is that we must struggle for a different basis of
interaction with them. That if we care about them and ourselves, we
will not permit ourselves to be degraded or manipulated.
Black feminism, therefore, can become a tool through which Black men and
women can negotiate different and more workable types of relationships, based on
responsible action from both participants. As Black women we must remember
that "we struggle together with Black men about racism, while we also struggle
with Black men about sexism."
The radical feminist character of this theoretical position allows for
discussion about relations between the sexes which focuses on social
interpretations of gender. Most crucial to such an analysis is an attempt to
understand the nexus between biology and social distinctions, and why these
distinctions exist. Even more, it moves one to ask what useful purpose do such
distinctions serve for Black people today. The dynamics involved in such a Black
feminist analysis therefore uncovers assumptions long held by Black people and
moves one to question their viability. For example, "an irony is that among Third
65]bid., p. 124.
The Combahee River Collective, p. 366.
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World people, biological determinism is rejected and fought against when it is
applied to race, but generally unquestioned when it applies to sex."6'
If the objective of this feminist method is in fact the development of Black
feminist analysis, then answers to such questions are to be reckoned. Needless to
say, all of the conclusions that will be generated from the utilization of this
method will not be easily accepted, especially if such conclusions forward
biologically determinist arguments. Still, this method allows for discussion of
issues which are tantamount to developing Black feminist theory. If nothing else,
at least these writers recognize the level of personal scrutiny required to develop
this type of feminist theory. As Barbara Smith explains:
Feminism is potentially the most threatening of movements to Black
and other Third World people because it makes it absolutely essential
that we examine the way we live, how we treat each other, and what
we believe. It calls into question the most basic assumption, that of
our existence, and this is the idea that biological, i.e., sexual, identity
determines all, that it is the rationale for power relationships as well
as all other levels of human identity and action.
In conclusion, Black socialist-radical feminism is viewed by this writer as
the polar opposite of Black Marxist feminism. Although both methods
conceptualize racial, sexual and class oppression, and their impact on the lives of
Black women, both methods emphasize different aspects of this reality. Black
Marxist feminism emphasizes the economic aspect, while Black socialist-radical
feminism emphasizes gender and sex-role distinctions. Still, both of these
methods of feminist thought fall into the category of Black socialist feminism. It
is important to note that although these two examples represent the opposite
extremes of this category of feminist thought, they do not represent all of the
methods present within this category. For example, some Black socialist feminist
67Barbara Smith, p.
68Barbara Smith, "Notes from Yet Another Paper on Black Feminism, or
Will the Real Enemy Please Stand Up? "Conditions; Five (1979), p. 127.
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writers focus on the system of patriarchy and its nexus to the economic structure
in order to discuss the conditions of Black women. In the final analysis, the
unifying strand found within this category of Black feminist thought is the use of
Marxism economic analysis incorporated into a theory which also explains racial
and sexual oppression.
"Refer to such works as: Gloria Joseph, "The Incompatible Manage a
Trois: Marxism, Feminism and Racism," Women and Revolution, ed. by Lydia
Sargent (Boston: South End Press, 1981), pp. 92-107; and Manning Marable,
"Groundings with My Sisters: Patriarchy and the Exploitation of Black Women,"
How Capitalism Underdeveloped Black America (Boston: South End Press, 1983),
pp. 69-103.
CHAPTER IV
ZELLAH R. EISENSTEINS SOCIALIST FEMINISM:
RESOLVING CONTRADICTIONS BETWEEN
MARXISM AND RADICAL FEMINISM*
Zillah R. Eisenstein describes socialist feminism as a particular type of
feminist theory that involves a synthesis of Marxism and radical feminism. It does
not revolve around merely agreeing with or rejecting the conclusions of radical
feminism or Marxist analysis, but the integration of these types of theory into a
distinctively different form of feminism. Therefore, in order to explicate her
conception of socialist feminism, Eisenstein utilizes a dialectical approach in
which she examines the contributions, as well as the limitations of these
theories. For example, Eisenstein does not merely examine the relations of
capitalism or patriarchy as singular entities but develops a framework from which
to discuss the relations of "capitalist patriarchy" as a single, unified mode of
society. As she states, "socialist feminism is a synthesis of radical feminism and
Marxist analysis: a real mix of the interrelationship between capitalism and
patriarchy as expressed through the sexual division of labor.
In order to examine Eisenstein's analysis of capitalist patriarchy and the
oppression of women, it is first necessary to give careful attention to her
discussion of the theories of Marxism and radical feminism. This discussion will
be structured by examining pertinent concepts found in these theories, such as
♦Paper presented at the Fifty-Sixth Annual Meeting of the Southern
Political Science Association, Savannah, Georgia, November 1-3, 198*.
'-Zillah R. Eisenstein, "Capitalist Patriarchy and the Case for Socialist
Feminism," The Insurgent Sociologist, vol. vii, no. 3 (Summer 1977), p. 3.
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(1) exploitation, (2) oppression, (3) "species beings", (*) divisions of labor, and (5)
patriarchy. Each of these concepts is crucial in understanding Eisenstein's
socialist feminism. Therefore, a discussion of the theories of Marxism and radical
feminism will follow before examination of the feminist theory of Zillah
Eisenstein. Hopefully this approach will emphasize how Eisenstein attempts to
resolve contradictions between Marxism and radical feminism in order to develop
her particular conception of socialist feminism.
Eisenstein explains that in order to discuss the unique experiences of women,
a clear distinction between the concepts of oppression and exploitation need to be
developed which is absent in the works of Marx and Engels. "For Marx and Engels,
oppression reflects a lack of power and control"* and is a consequence of one's
class position. Oppression denotes the exploited position of the worker within
society. Exploitation is an economic term used to describe the relationship of the
worker to capitalist production. In a system of wage labor in which the value of
labor-power is expressed in wages, exploitation is the process of creating new
value. The capitalist compensates the worker for only the portion of labor-power
that produces the value equal to the cost of wages and other labor maintaining
expenditures. Yet, the labor-power of the worker also produces value which the
capitalist accumulates as additional capital or "surplus value." This occurrence is
defined as exploitation, and the consequence of it is oppression. In this sense,
both of these terms describe a similar reality.
In their works, Marx and Engels assume that the oppression of women is
analogous to the relationship of the worker to capital. Although exploited labor is
defined strictly in terms of wage labor, they still discuss domestic labor in the
2Zillah R. Eisenstein, "Marx, Engels, and the Marxian Method: Women's
Exploitation and Oppression," unpublished paper prepared for the 197* Annual
Meeting of the American Political Science Association, Chicago, Illinois (August
29-September 2, 1974), p. 1.
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same terms because it also is viewed as an outgrowth of capitalist production.
The oppression of women is defined in terms of domestic labor which is discussed
in terms of exploited labor, except that domestic labor is unpaid. As Eisenstein
states:
Marx and Engels acknowledge woman as exploited in the proletariat if
she works within the labor force, and if she is relegated to domestic
slavery she is a non-wage slave. Her existence here is in terms of the
categories of wage labor. Domestic slavery is not seen as a sexual
category as well.
Eisenstein delves further into this point when she examines the discussion of
female oppression found in The Origins of the Family, Private Property and the
State. She states that:
For Engels, once a connection is constructed between a particular
historical period and a particular form of the family one can learn
how they imply one another, in terms of supporting and countering
the society. In this sense Engels cuts his own method short in that he
does not deal with the ways families come to support the economic
system in which they operate. He assumes that the family will
disintegrate with the crushing of capitalism, instead of ever analyzing
how the family itself comes to support an economic mode. Although
his analysis begins with the family having the prime impact on
society, he comes to analyze the family as being a reflective mirror
with no particular existence of its own.
Although his analysis begins with the statement that both the processes of
production and reproduction have determined the structure of societies, the actual
focus tends to examine only the process of production.
For example, Engel's prediction that "with the destruction of private
property and capitalism, women would be allowed to partake in social production,
and the family unit, as an economic unit, would be destroyed." For Engels,
"private property as expressed in the division of labor" originated in the "sex act"




family or having first developed with the rise of capitalism. Yet, the destruction
of these external conditions is assumed to be sufficient to eliminate female
inequality.
Supposedly with the evolution of the nuclear family arises the antagonism
between men and women within the family. The first class antagonism arises
alongside the antagonism within the family, although Engels states that the
antagonism within the family is not of a class nature. Yet, in order to describe
this antagonism within the family, Engels uses the terms of man/bourgeois and
woman/proletariat. He states that the family unit reflects/mirrors the relations
of society, i.e., "it contains in miniature all the contradictions which later extend
throughout society and its state."5 Still these terms are never used in the same
fashion outside of the family. "People are assigned class positions in the larger
society according to their relations to the means of production, not their sex."
Eisenstein states that Engel's problematic revolves around his conception of
private property and the division of labor. In the classical literature, no
distinction is made between these terms:
. . . property arising from a division of labor in the act of procreation
is not differentiated from property arising from the relations of
capital. Reproduction and production are seen as one, as they come
to be analyzed in relation to the capitalist division of labor in
society. There is no notion that inequalities might arise from the sex
act itself.7
Therefore, although female inequality is described as originating in the process of
reproduction, its transformation is located in the process of production.
Such formulations, therefore, have led to expectations which have not been





inequality developed with the rise of capitalist society. They assumed that
transformation in the productive forces would eradicate sexual inequality. They
also assumed that domestic labor would become part of social production within
socialist society. Eisenstein is saying that such conclusions are formed out of an
incomplete formulation of the problem.
She states that:
Socialist feminists differ with this assessment in that they assert
woman's oppression is rooted in more than her class position (her
exploitation) and that one must address as well, her position with
patriarchal culture, or the sexual division of labor, to fully understand
woman's oppression.
Oppression becomes more than a description of an economic relationship, and is
expanded to include a description of the relationship^) between economic and
political/ideological structures.
In socialist feminism, historical materialism is not defined in terms of
the relations of production without understanding its connections to
the series of relations that arise from woman's sexuality which are
the relations of reproduction.
Eisenstein continues that it is not so much what Marx and Engels concluded
about the oppression of women as it is the method of inquiry used specifically by
Marx to explicate these discussions that is of importance for socialist feminist
theory. She goes on to state that this method is obscured in the tradition which
follows from Engels.^ Here she is referring to Marx's theory of alienation as
described through the model of "species being."
8Ibid., p. 2.
°Ibid., p. 3. Also refer to Shelia Rowbotham, Women, Resistance and
Revolution (New York: Vintage Books, 1974), for use of this method.
R. Eisenstein, "Connections Between Class and Sex: Moving
Towards a Theory of Liberation," unpublished paper prepared for the 1973 Annual
Meeting of the American Political Science Association, New Orleans, Louisiana
(September 3-4, 1973), p. 17.
"Species beings" are those beings who ultimately reach their human
potential for creative labor, social consciousness, social living,
through the struggle against capitalist society and fully internalize
these capacities in communist society.
This conception proposes a method of thought in which reality is explained in
connection to its potentiality. Also latent in this structure is the view that human
life develops progressively. "This basic ontological structure which exists for
Marx (as expressed through his concept of 'species life') defines one's existence. It
embodies within it a movement toward human essence."
This type of thought describes not only what people are today but also their
potential realities for tomorrow.
This conflict between existence and essence is a large part of
revolutionary consciousness and activity. There exists here an
internal critical appraisal of any particular moment .... People do
define what is possible for tomorrow by what they are today.
Therefore, this structure of thought is present in the discussions about the
revolutionary proletariat and women. For example, for Marx, the proletariat is
exploited but this reality does not have to define the future position of this class.
For Eisenstein, it means that women are oppressed, but the potential lies within
them to alter this reality. As she states, "if human beings reflect the pressures of
socialization but at the same time are believed to be capable of more, then
anything becomes possible, given the necessary struggle."1*
**ZiUah R. Eisenstein, "Marx, Engels, and the Marxian Method: Women's
Exploitation and Oppression," p. 3. Also refer to Karl Marx, The Economic and
Philosophical Manuscripts of 1844 (New York: International Publishers, 1964); and






Radical feminist theory defines power in terms of patriarchy as opposed to
capitalism. In this framework the concept of sex-class is defined in which gender
distinctions form the basic power structure of society. "Patriarchy is defined as a
sexual system of power in which the male possesses superior power and economic
privilege. Patriarchy is the male hierarchical ordering of society."15 The root of
patriarchy is biological rather than economic, thus women's powerlessness is
determined by their reproductive capacities. Women's powerlessness is an
interpretation of their reproductive abilities within the patriarchal structure of
society. It is within this framework that the concept of the "sexual division of
labor" originates. The sexual division of labor is the primary use of gender to
determine social functions and position. "It is the fact that roles, purposes, one's
labor, is determined sexually."16
The Dialectic of Sex by Shulamith Firestone17 is viewed by Eisenstein as the
seminal paradigmatic work of radical feminist theory. According to Firestone,
woman's reproductive abilities lie at the root of her oppression. The unique
biology of women, i.e., childbearers, is the ability which is interpreted negatively
within society and is used to subordinate women. This oppression is reflected in
the structure of the family and society at large. Therefore, Firestone views
technology as the ultimate liberator of women, for it will allow women complete
reproductive control over their bodies. Such control somehow would alter the
structure of the family and the experiences of women in society. As Firestone
states, "the sexual imbalance of power is biologically based. The domination of
i5Zillah R. Eisenstein, "Developing a Theory of Capitalist Patriarchy and
Socialist Feminism," Capitalist Patriarchy and the Case for Socialist Feminism,
ed. by Zillah R. Eisenstein (New York: Monthly Review Press, 1979), p. 17.
16Ibid.
i7Shulamith Firestone, The Dialectic of Sex (New York: Bantam Books,
1970).
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one group by another is then derived from this biological male/female
distinction."18
According to Eisenstein, Firestone rejects the Marxian economic theory of
power and replaces it with a sexual theory of power. Patriarchy here is described
as the universal system of power which has subordinated women throughout human
history. The concept of sex-class is used to describe the primary dichotomy in
society. In this case, sex constitutes a class; women as a sex are a class and men
are the opposing class. This distinction conditions the primary structure of power
in society. Eisenstein states that, "the thrust of Firestone's analysis is to isolate
sexual oppression from the economic class organization of society."19 Ironically
Eisenstein also states, "it was the consciousness of the incompleteness of the
•primary contradiction1 syndrome that spawned radical feminism in the first
place."20
Eisenstein also includes within this framework the work by Ingrid Bengis,
Combat in the Erogenous Zone.21 although the author does not include herself
within any particular feminist framework. Eisenstein describes the work as a
personal statement in which Bengis details her own life as it intersects with the
lives of other women. "The book is important because it speaks to the universal
18Ibid.. pp. 8 and 9.
19
Zillah R. Eisenstein, "Developing a Theory of Capitalist Patriarchy and
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dimensions of sexual oppression."22 Bengis makes her point by identifying
experiences common to women due to sexuality. Here, women's sexuality is
presented as her oppression.
Bengis portrays women as being motivated by their needs, particularly the
need for love and understanding. For Bengis, love is a major organizing factor in
the lives of women. Although she details these needs as the driving force in
women's lives, she does not define the context in which these drives or needs
originate. These emotional needs are viewed as structuring the lives of women;
yet, because these emotional needs are never really fulfilled, the lives of women
always contain a certain amount of emptiness. Therefore, she presents "a series
of inevitable situations that arise from women's sexuality.""
Eisenstein explains that the method used by Bengis is that of personal
accounts. This method, although not limited to this framework of feminist
thought, is predominant in radical feminist literature. For Eisenstein, the problem
lies in the fact that "personal accounts of women's individual lives appear to be
personal and atheoretical."2^ The lives of women are described as isolated
occurrences which seem to occur in a vacuum. Nowhere are the psychological,
economic or social connections to women's experiences examined. Also absent is
discussion of how such experiences can be changed. As Eisenstein states:
. . . the source of woman's sexual oppression is not located for us.
Woman's sexuality is not studied contextually, and as a result a
biological determinism emerges, which comes to define our needs as
women. Instead of wondering about the validity of the needs which
define her life, Bengis accounts them as givens. The problem here is
that not until needs are placed within their social, historical and
22ZUlah R. Eisenstein, "Connections Between Class and Sex: Moving
Towards a Theory of Liberation," p. 13.
23lbid.
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economic context will women have a basis upon which to reject the
motivations and drives which society instills in us.
More recent radical feminist theorists propose less determinist views about
sexuality. In Eisenstein's opinion, Ti Grace Atkinson and Christine Delphy are
such theorists. ° They both speak about the prime importance of sexuality but
not to the point of excluding the importance of other factors as well. Sex-class
here becomes "the way the political system of patriarchy manipulates and uses
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women's biology as childbearers and childrearers. ' No longer is the problem of
women's oppression solely viewed as being determined by their sex. Sexual class is
defined within struggle as political action. In this context, patriarchy becomes "a
political structure that privileges men, but it uses much more complex forms of
political manipulation to do this than mere biology. Individual men, although a
part of the problem of patriarchy, do not encompass the totality of the politics
discussed here."2
A dichotomous conception of reality forms the problematic of both Marxist
and radical feminist analyses in regard to understanding the nature of female
oppression. Therefore, construction of a more dynamic analysis of women's
experiences is needed and is the objective of socialist feminist analysis. Such an
understanding of female oppression involves examination of the relations of
production, as well as the relations of reproduction. Even more important to
socialist feminist analysis is the attempt to discuss the interrelationship between
25Ibid., p. If.
26Refer to Ti Grace Atkinson, Amazon Odyssey (New York: Links, 1974);
and Christine Delphy, A Materialist Analysis of Women's Oppression (London:
Women's Research and Resources Center, 1977).
Zillah R. Eisenstein, The Radical Future of Liberal Feminism (New York:
Longman, 1981), p. 6.
28Ibid., pp. 8-9.
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these two processes as expressed in the lives of women. It involves the
recognition that female oppression is structured with economic, racial and sexual
dimensions.
Power, or the converse, oppression, derives from sex, race and class,
and this is manifested through both the material and ideological
dimensions of patriarchy, racism and capitalism. Oppression reflects
the hierarchical relations of the sexual and racial divisions of labor
and society. Oppression is inclusive of exploitation but reflects a
more complex reality. *
Although Eisenstein includes racism in her conception of oppression, her analysis
only focuses on the economic and sexual dimensions of female oppression.
Therefore, she examines the mutual dependence of capitalism and patriarchy
as a mode of society which oppresses women. She further states, "the historical
development of capitalist patriarchy can be dated from the mid-eighteenth
century in England and the mid-nineteenth century in America"30 when industrial
capitalism developed in these states.
Capitalist patriarchy by definition breaks through the dichotomies of
class and sex, private and public spheres, domestic and wage labor,
family and economy, personal and political, and ideological and
material conditions. r
Eisenstein still discusses patriarchy as a distinct concept in order to describe
relations characteristic of it. For her, patriarchy defines "the historical
formulation of motherhood that equates childbearing with childrearing, and as a
result assigns woman a place outside the public sphere of life."-" Patriarchal
power is derived from political controls developed to limit "alternatives to women
29Zillah R. Eisenstein, "Developing A Theory of Capitalist Patriarchy and
Socialist Feminism," p. 23.
30Ibid.
31Ibid.
32Zillah R. Eisenstein, The Radical Future of Liberal Feminism, p. 15.
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in relation to motherhood and mothering, and presents politics as nature."33 Thus,
patriarchy, as a system of social relations, changes in order to maintain itself and
has interacted in relationship with various economic modes of production.
In order to demystify patriarchy as a system of power and its use by
particular economic modes, one needs to understand that patriarchy
is a relatively autonomous system, operating alongside the economic
mode of society rather than simply derived from it.-**
Therefore, patriarchy needs to be analyzed from the specific historical
context in which it exists. It cannot be analyzed based on the two most common
conceptions of the term, i.e., the historical period of father-right spanning from
antiquity to the demise of feudalism or an all-encompassing view of human culture
that spans recorded history.35 Here, patriarchy is defined as a system structured
by history and culture.
Patriarchy is cross cultural, then, by definition, though it is
actualized differently in different societies via the institutionalizing
of sexual hierarchy. The contours of sex roles may differ societally,
but power has and does reside with the male.
Patriarchy is then a political/ideological system which also has material and
economic consequences.
Analysis of the system of capitalist patriarchy, then, proceeds to understand
"the particular relation and operation of the hierarchical sexual ordering of
society within the class structure or the class structure within the sexual ordering
of society."37 Within such a system, women's existence is conditioned by the











36Zillah R. Eisenstein, "Developing a Theory of Capitalist Patriarchy and
Socialist Feminism," p. 24.
37Ibid.
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between material existence and ideology is meshed, for both function in a
complementary fashion to maintain control and order within society. Therefore, a
reciprocal relationship exists in which these systems strengthen and maintain one
another; they interact as one.
Patriarchy (as male supremacy) provides the sexual hierarchical
ordering of society for political control and as a political system
cannot be reduced to its economic class system; while capitalism as
an economic class system driven by the pursuit of profits feeds off
the patriarchal ordering. Together they form the political economy
of the society, not merely one or another, but a particular blend of
the two.-35
We can point out relations unique to each system; we can also describe an
interrelationship between these two systems as manifested in the lives of
women. Such manifestations are expressed in the organization of labor and
society. This reciprocal relationship between patriarchy and capitalism can be
better understood by stating that "capitalism uses patriarchy and patriarchy is
defined by the needs of capital."39 Each system contains characteristics peculiar
to it, but organizes around the needs of the other in order to maintain the
qualities of each. Otherwise, the value of each system would be lost. Still, such a
description oversimplifies relations which emanate from each system. Here we
need to "underscore the importance of the system of cultural, social, economic,
and political control that emanates from the system of male supremacy."*0 The
reverse is also true in that capitalism also defines a specific type of order that has
repercussions which expand into the social, cultural, and political realms. "For




economic class relations of society and their organization in the workplace. And
it seems to assume a harmony between the two systems at all points."**
Such relations are constantly changing in order to maintain a specific type
of order within society; and as we move further into advanced capitalism, the
points of conversion have become more pronounced. Although women have always
"worked," the relationship between capitalism and patriarchy has become more
apparent in terms of wage-labor market participation and relations within the
family.
The industrial revolution resulted in a shift in production from the home to
public industry. "Work" came to be defined solely in terms of "wage-labor." All
women tended to be designated as domestic laborers, while most women who
worked in the wage-labor market were usually marginal women, i.e., Black,
immigrant, native American and/or poor. Therefore, the oppression experienced
by these women in the wage-labor market was obscured by inequality based on
assumptions of other distinct and separate forms of discrimination. However,
since World War II, growing numbers of women from all economic and social
groupings within society have entered the wage-labor market. Yet women wage-
laborers tend to be channeled into a limited number of occupations within the
wage-labor market.
This tendency has increased in recent years, creating predominantly female
occupations which are also the lowest paid. Thus,
... the ghettoization of women within the labor force at the same
time maintains a system of hierarchical control of women, both




The familial relations of patriarchy have changed and are exemplified in the
double day of work for women; yet, the sexual hierarchy has been maintained.
Deference to patriarchal hierarchy and control is shown in the very
fact that the search for cheap labor has not led to a full integration
of women into all parts of the labor force. Although women's labor is
cheaper, the system of control which maintains both the necessary
order of society and with it the cheapness of women's labor, must be
protected by segregating women in the labor force.*3
Although the cheapness of female wage labor is being challenged, the reality
remains the same. Recent attempts to struggle for "equitable pay for comparable
work" strike at the heart of this matter. For the fact remains that even for
predominantly female professions, which require advanced, specialized training,
continue to lag behind the wage levels of not only male dominated professions, but
male dominated occupations in general.
Eisenstein explains that "although all women are defined as mothers (and
nonworkers), almost 45 percent of the women in the United States, 36.6 million,
work in the paid labor force, and almost all labor in the home."** This definition
of all women as mothers or married women places women in a sexual category
which sets them outside of the wage-labor market. As a married woman/mother,
she is perceived to be dependent on a man for economic well-being and security.
Yet a large percentage of working women/mothers are single or married to men
who earn less than $10,000 a year. As a consequence, women's salaries are often
not supplemental but are necessary to the very survival of a minimally adequate
home economy. Still, because women are not defined as workers, a consequence
of patriarchal ideology, they are not paid for their labor in the home and paid less
than men for their labor in the paid labor market.
*3Ibid., pp. 28-29.
**Ibid., p. 29.
The use of the term "working mother" reflects the patriarchal bias of
the capitalist market to begin with. A "working mother" (from the
vantage point of the market) is a mother who works for wages. The
assumption is that women, as rnothers, do not work. Work is the
activity one gets paid for doing.
The contradictions between the patriarchal relations of the family and the
need of the economy for female labor are manifested in the sexual segregation of
types of work in the labor market. In limiting the choices and options open to
women and by herding them into a limited number of occupations, the liberal
premises of equal opportunity and individual achievement are contradicted.
Women by and large still do "women's work" in the paid labor force. "The
particular work assigned to women has been disproportionately white-collar,
although proletarianized labor, and poorly paid."*6 Women's labor in white-collar
jobs has increased from 1958 to 1974, while female participation in all other fields
has declined. The major white-collar work for women is clerical labor. In 1977,
35 percent of all working women were located in clerical jobs.
Clerical labor represents a particular phenomenon in the history of
women's work. It reflects the development of wage work for married
women in the twentieth century. It is defined as specifically women's
work, and part of this requires its presentation as white-collar, as
acceptable work for married women to do. This is partially an
attempt to reconcile the needs of advanced capitalism for married
women workers with the preservation of patriarchy.
Indeed, the conception of "women's work" structures the labor force by locating
most women in ten occupations. These occupations include secretary, elementary
school teacher, waitress, retail salesworker, cashier, and registered nurse. For
example:
Of the 33 million women working in 1974, sixteen years and older, 62
percent were in white-collar jobs; 21 percent were in service work;




less than 16 percent were in blue-collar occupations; and less than 2
percent were in farm jobs. In the same year, 5 ra-rcent of employed
women were in professional and managerial jobs.*8
This sexual ghetto can also be measured in dollars and cents. The wage
differential between men and women was 75 percent in 197* as compared to 56
percent in 1955. Eisenstein states that:
In 1970, only 7 percent of American women earned more than $10,000
a year, compared with 40 percent of American men. The median
income for women employed full-time in 1973 was $6,488. Men's
median income was $11,463. In this same year, the median income of
minority women employed full-time year round was $5,772, or 88
percent of the $6,488 earned by white women.*9
This wage structure reflects not only the ghettoization of women's labor in the
labor market, but also the sexual and racial restriction levied against women.
Regardless of the political rhetoric, women are still paid less for their labor in the
labor market.
Limited alternatives open to women in the paid labor force while at the
same time keeping wages low offers very little enhancement of the position of
women within the family. The economic dependence of women is still
maintained. For example, if the working woman is married, thus creating the
benefit of a second income, she more than likely will earn substantially less than
her spouse. Consequently, in order to maintain a comfortable lifestyle, she
becomes dependent upon her mate. Such a situation is compounded if children are
involved, therefore, tightening the economic dependence of the woman. Yet as
Eisenstein explains:
The family of four, with two children at home and a husband at work,




of the population. Over the past decade, female-headed households
with children have grown ten times as fast as two-parent families.50
As the statistics bear out, most of these families are poor, usually surviving below
the poverty level. The reality of economic dependence remains; except that
additional support usually comes from public aid rather than a mate, or no support
at all. It can be seen that "simultaneously the reinforcement of the sexual
division of labor protects its operation in the family."5 A
Eisenstein goes on to include that "all the processes involved in domestic
work help in the perpetuation of the existing society."52 The role of the
housewife is a creation of capitalist production as is that of the proletariat.
Women stabilize patriarchal structures through their roles as domestics,
childrearers and wives. They reproduce workers for the paid economy, and their
role as consumers fosters the perpetuation of commodity production. "If the other
side of production is consumption, the other side of capitalism is patriarchy."53
The mode of production structures commodity production, reproduction and
consumption in the family, and the "family mode of production," reproduction and
consumption determines commodity production. Therefore, the sexual division of
labor and society serves a specific purpose.
It stabilizes the society through the family while it organizes a realm
of work, domestic labor, for which there is no pay (housewives), or
limited pay (paid houseworkers), or unequal pay (in the paid labor
force). This last category shows the ultimate effect on women of the
sexual division of labor within the class structure. Their position as a
50Ibid., p. 210.
5lIbid.
J Zillah R. Eisenstein, "Developing a Theory of Capitalist Patriarchy and
Socialist Feminism," p. 29.
"ibid.
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paid worker is a direct reflection of the hierarchial sexual division in
a society organized around the profit motive.
Such a conception of "work" within society, i.e., either wage labor or
domestic labor, leads to questions about the Marxian notion of class in regard to
the experiences of women. Here is questioned the very notion of a "worker"
within capitalist patriarchy. If a "worker" is defined in terms of wage and
domestic labor, how does one discuss the class nature of women in such a
society? Eisenstein suggest that "we must redefine the categories themselves.
We need to define classes in terms of woman's complex reality and her
consciousness of that reality."55 Here, Eisenstein is not arguing that class labels
are superflous or that class differences do not exist among women. Instead she is
drawing attention to how women are categorized by class according to the usual
definition, and how such a classification needs to be altered in order to
comprehend the complex reality of women's lives.
We must develop a vocabulary and conceptual tools which deal with
the question of differential power among women in terms of their
relation to men and the class structure, production and reproduction,
domestic and wage labor, private and public realms, etc36
Such a conceptual tool would identify the commonalities in women's lives as well
as the differences. This task, it seems, should be a prerequisite in discussions
about feminist strategies to address female oppression.
Eisenstein attempts to develop a conceptual tool from which to analyze the





which examine relations that emanate from both capitalism and patriarchy, the
process of production and reproduction.57 Women's positions in the paid labor
force are viewed in relationship to their labor inside the family. On the
capitalism side of the grid, the categories attempt to show the relationship of
women to the means of production although the usual class categories are not
utilized. The patriarchy side of the grid delineates the aspects of labor involved
in the roles of domestic, wife and mother. As a composite, it attempts to exhibit
the aggregate of labor performed by women in society, the complex reality of
women's lives in capitalist patriarchy. Eisenstein explains that these categories
need to be refined further in terms of race and marital status. Then a
comparative analysis is needed on how the activities of women within all of these
categories are similar in regard to the activities of reproduction, childrearing,
sexuality, consumption, and the maintenance of the home.
PATRIARCHY
Maintenance
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57Ziliah R. Eisenstein, "Developing a Theory of Capitalist Patriarchy and
Socialist Feminism," pp. 32-34.
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"This model would direct attention to class differences within the context of
the basic relationship between the sexual hierarchy of society and capitalism."5*
Such an analysis examines the different economic realities experienced by women
as expressed through the needs of capital and patriarchy. Here is examined how
women who have similar economic positions, i.e., whose earning power is similar,
yet due to differences found within the family, experience real economic class
differences. Such a model would, therefore, allow discussion about such
differences among women. It also would identify the points of conversion around
which they could coalesce for social change.
Eisenstein also puts forward a conception of the capitalist patriarchy state
as one which seeks to maintain within society a sexual hierarchy that serves the
needs of capital. For example, the fight for the Equal Rights Amendment (ERA),
particularly in the area of equal pay, conflicts with the most basic motivation of
capitalist produciton, i.e., the pursuit of profits. Elinor Langer says that "if
women had earned the same as men and worked the same number of hours, the
addition to the payroll would have been $303 million."5" Obviously, ERA
conflicted with the very need of capitalism for female labor, the need for a cheap
pool of laborers. As Eisenstein points out, "capitalism is not based on a structure
of equality requiring equal rights. Rather it is organized around the idea of equal
rights within the structure of inequality. °
Such a conception of the state leads to speculation about the viability of the
women's movement in the United States. One needs to recognize that this
58Ibid., p. 33.
59Elinor Langer, "Why Big Business is Trying to Defeat ERA," MS Magazine,
vol. iv, no. 11 (May 1976), p. 102.
60Zillah R. Eisenstein, "Reform and/or Revolution: Towards a Unified
Women's Movement," Women and Revolution, ed. by Lydia Sargent (Boston: South
End Press, 1981), p. 350.
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movement is a liberal feminist one as is the consciousness of most United States
feminists. Eisenstein describes liberal feminism as "that body of contemporary
theory which shares the belief in the supremacy of the individual and the correlate
concerns with individual freedom and choice."61 The major strategies of this type
of feminism focus on reform within the legal system by defining equality as
"equity under the law." It is assumed that if women are equal before the law that
the reins of inequality would be eradicated.
The liberal feminist picture of the political world as the activity of
the governmental realm, the importance of citizenship and the vote,
and the property rights of individuals are redefined to include equal
opportunity for women as well as men.
As a socialist feminist, Eisenstein believes there is a need to understand
liberal feminism both in theory and in practice in order to comprehend its
limitations as well as its contributions to the struggles of women. One needs first
to understand that "all feminism is liberal at its root in that the universal feminist
claim that woman is an independent being (from man) is premised on the
eighteenth century liberal conception of the independent and autonomous
self." Secondly, one needs to understand that all feminism is also radically
feminist in that women's identity as a sexual class underlies this claim.6* The
point of conversion between all feminism is patriarchy, although its impact is
conceptualized differently. Specifically for liberal feminism, this system is not
understood to be a structured reality of power, one which is embedded in the very
legal and governmental apparatus to which they look for help.
61Ibid.. p. 343.
62Ibid.
Ziilah R. Eisenstein, The Radical Future of Liberal Feminism, p. 4.
"ibid.
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If consciousness is part of the process we must deal with, then we
must come to terms with the fact that most feminists are liberal in
their political demands and radical in terms of what they want for
themselves.
If what feminists have in common is the fight against patriarchy, then it is
this point which can structure a dialogue among all feminists. As Eisenstein
states, "I think, as a feminist, there is much more to be politically gained by a
dialogue between liberal, radical and socialist feminists than a dialogue between
Marxists and feminists."66 The former dialogue has the potential of leading to a
theoretical assessment of all feminist thought and, therefore, a more thorough
understanding about the strategies which best serve the objectives of a feminist
movement.
All women share the reality of patriarchy, however, differently. We,
as feminists, are the only ones who can determine the potential
inherent in this for us politically in terms of radicalizing each other
and building coalitions within the women's movement and outside of
it.67
From all the exploration of this complex subject, we must question what
effect the inclusion of a historical conception of racism would have on the
suggestion set forth by Eisenstein in terms of building coalitions inside the
feminist movement and outside of it. What she seems to imply is that the
inability to identify the common theme among feminist theories has been the
major obstacle in the formation of a more dynamic feminist movement. Yet, one
has to be cognizant of the fact that just as different economic circumstances
condition different types of political consciousness, the same holds true for
differences prefaced on race and sexuality.
65Zillah R. Eisenstein, "Reform and/or Revolution: Towards a Unified




The concern, here, is not that the ideal of building coalitions based on the
recognition of common interest and goals is not plausible or even practical;
rather, the point is that it is also theoretically futile to de-emphasize the impact
of differences which exist among women within any society, especially the United
States. This fact is crucial in understanding how such differences locate women in
relationship to the present hierarchy and/or structure of power within society.
Because if such differences do, in fact, net a position of relative power and/or
privilege for a given sector of feminists, it cannot be assumed that they will
coalesce with other, less-powerful feminists, in order to struggle for common
feminists goals and interests.
The attempt to synthesize the theories of Marxism and radical feminism
ultimately does lead to a more dynamic feminist analysis. As a socialist feminist
method, it allows discussion of most issues which fall into a political economic
analysis about the oppression of women. Yet, as a theoretical method, it also
needs to be developed and expanded. As Eisenstein states, the framework of
socialist feminism is in the process of developing and, therefore, its limits have
yet to be explored. Therefore, the suggestion by Eisenstein that a dialogue be
initiated between liberal, radical and socialist feminists seems to point in the
proper direction for this type of theoretical development.
CHAPTER V
TOWARDS DEVELOPING A FEMINIST POLITICAL ECONOMY
The purpose of this study has been to analyze socialist feminist literature in
order to ascertain conclusions about the nature of a framework of feminist
thought. Although analysis of a framework of feminism could have been
structured in a variety of ways, the approach used in this study identified and
examined the methods used in socialist feminist thought. Thus, the use of the
present approach engenders discussion about the common relationships and
concerns detailed in such a framework of feminism. It also identifies contrasting
concerns unique to each method, leading, as a result, to a discussion about future
theoretical development of this particular feminist framework. In this way, one
can not only examine the types of theoretical analyses incorporated in this
particular school of feminism, but also can develop a more comprehensive
understanding about socialist feminist theory in general.
Therefore, the subject of this chapter is twofold in nature. First of all, it
involves a summary of this paper's analysis in terms of the discussion of the
common relationships and concerns identified in the methods examined. This
exercise defines the nature of socialist feminist theory. Secondly, it includes
discussion of raised concerns which are unique to specific types of socialist
feminist theoretical methods, focusing on the current limitations of particular
socialist feminist methods and the framework in general. It also poses suggestions
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about the future development of the framework of feminism presented, concluding
with a statement about the need for feminist theory building.
The use of some form of Marxist economic analysis is involved in all of the
methods examined in this analysis, a phenomenon that ultimately, is the most
common characteristic of socialist feminist theory. Although Flammang states
that socialist feminism begins with the class analysis of Marx and Engels, the
literature tends to begin with the analysis found in The German Ideology1 and The
Origins of the Family, Private Property and the State2. For clarity, this genesis
does not mean that socialist feminists tend to agree with the conceptualizations
presented in these works.
In The German Ideology, the concept of the "division of labor according to
sex" is introduced. The crucial issue for socialist feminist analysis here is the
assumption that this "division of labor" is considered to be "natural," i.e.,
biologically determined. In The Origins of the Family, Private Property and the
State, the process of reproduction is identified as one of the two processes of
human history. That particular process is analyzed in terms of family relations
exhibited in various forms of kinship structures. Engel's conception of the process
of reproduction also involves discussion about how changes in the mode of
production occur in connection with changes in kinship structures and therefore
relations within the family. The analyses presented in both Marx and Engels
connect the rise of the "oppression of women/1 i.e., female inequality, to the rise
of the capitalist mode of production, the kinship structure and family relations
associated with this mode of production. Hence, the analyses presented in these
*Karl Marx and Frederick Engels, The German Ideology (New York:
International Publishers, 1947), pp. 20-22.
Frederick Engels, The Origins of the Family, Private Property and the
State (New York; International Publishers, 1942), Chapters 1 and 2.
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works have led to the assumption that the political economic structures of
capitalism is a crucial component of female oppression.
Moreover, examining the relationship between female oppression and
economic exploitation has led to the development of socialist feminist theory. In
other words, attempting to conceptualize the connections between economic
and/or class and sexual oppression forms the orienting problem of all socialist
feminist theory. Still, the manner in which this relationship is examined is
structured by the method or type of theoretical analysis utilized. It is for this
reason that within this particular analysis of socialist feminism, the approach used
will prove to be most enlightening.
The method of Marxist feminism examines the orienting relationship by
defining the nature of domestic labor in terms of its nexus to the capitalist
productive process. In this context, the basic assumption that female oppression
is connected to the rise of capitalism is accepted. Female oppression is
considered to be a function of the relocation of production that occurs in the
transition from feudalism to capitalism, and the concomitant change in status of
all women from "mothers/providers" to "mothers/housekeepers." More clearly
stated, when women lost their roles as producers and, in turn, were defined as
"houseworkers," the oppression of women was actualized in capitalist society.
Due to the fact that all women tended to be primarily relegated to labor that had
no (or limited) exchange-value and did not produce surplus-value, they were not
considered to be productive participants of capitalist society. Marxist feminism,
therefore, tends to focus on domestic labor as the condition to be understood and
altered in order to change the conditions of women.
The classical conception of the Marxist feminist method assumes that the
"socialization" of domestic work is the solution to the question of female
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oppression. The assumption here is that if the nature of domestic work were
shifted from that of being the private responsibility of individual women and
included as part of "social" production, then the oppression of women could be
eradicated. Yet, in order to bring about this situation, women need first to
become workers in the paid labor force and participate in an activist workers'
movement involved in the struggle for socialism. Socialism, under these
constraints, is ultimately viewed as the mode of production most conducive to the
"socialization" of domestic work. The theoretical writings of Alexandra Kollontai
and Angela Y. Davis are exemplary of this type of Marxist feminism.
More contemporary conceptions of this method focus on redefining the
nature of domestic work (vis-a-vis the classical conception) in terms that describe
its nexus to the capitalist productive process. Domestic work is viewed as a part
of the capitalist system of production and therefore, viewed as "socially necessary
labor." From this viewpoint, domestic labor is defined as work that produces a
commodity used in the capitalist system of production. "Housework1* is described
as creating the labor-power sold by family members as commodities on the wage-
labor market. Such analyses also describe "housewives" as a special class of
workers exploited by capitalism. Therefore, in this conception of Marxist
feminism, the oppression of women tends to fit naturally into a "class" analysis.
The pivotal assumption here is that domestic labor is defined as productive labor
and therefore considered to be an integral component of the capitalist system of
production.
Based on that assumption, the "wages for housework" strategy has been
developed by which approach, domestic labor is viewed as oppressive, primarily
because it is unpaid labor. Although not all theorists who utilize the
contemporary conception of the Marxist feminist method accept the validity of
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the wages for housework strategy, discussion still tends to revolve around
conceptualizing the nature of domestic work in terms of its relationship to the
capitalist system of production.
Comprehending the nature of domestic work in terms of its connections to
the capitalist system of production is the orienting problem of Marxist feminist
analyses. Yet, such analyses tend to develop understanding about the nature of
domestic work in terms used to describe occurrences in the productive process.
Of course, articulating the nexus between domestic work and capitalist production
is crucial, but can such an understanding be developed without entailing historical
analysis of the process of reproduction itself? The major limitation of the Marxist
feminist method, therefore, ultimately rests in the fact that the development of
feminist theoretical concerns is restricted by the use of only Marxian conceptual
frameworks and terminology.
On the other hand, socialist feminist theoretical methods that incorporate
some form of radical feminist theory tend to expand the scope of the problem of
conceptualizing economic and sexual oppression. Unlike the Marxist feminist
method, these conceptualizations attempt to develop analyses of sexual oppression
as an independent, if not autonomous, social system. It is feminist theory of this
nature that is most commonly indentified as socialist feminism. Yet before
discussing these methods, a brief review of the characteristics of radical feminist
theory is necessary.
3In this study, all feminist theory that incorporates some form of Marxist
economic analysis is categorized as socialist feminist theory. Yet, a more
common definition of the term "socialist feminism" is limited to theory that
explores the relations of production and reproduction, or a theoretical mesh
between Marxist economic theory and radical feminist theory. In such
categorizations, Marxist feminism is usually classified as a distinct and/or
different form of feminism.
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Eisenstein states that radical feminism defines power in terms of
"patriarchy" as opposed to capitalism and was developed in reaction to the
economic determinism of Marxist theory. Yet as she also states, early radical
feminist theory tended to develop in a parallel style, although with opposing views
and conclusions of Marxist theory. Radical feminism, in other words, tended to
reject the economic determinism of Marxism, only to replace it with biological
determinism. Therefore, early radical feminism defined sex-class as the primary
dichotomy of human history in which the biological male/female distinction forms
the basic hierarchy of power in society. The root of patriarchy is biological, and
power throughout human history has resided with the male sex.
Recently, radical feminists have developed more specific conceptions of
patriarchy that tend not to be biologically deterministic, although biology is still
considered to be the primary contradiction. Patriarchy is no longer defined as the
mere power of men over women but as a political structure of order and control
that limits work and status alternatives of women. In this sense, sex-class is
defined as the way this political system/structure uses women's biology in terms
of childbearers and childrearers. Under such a definition, the destruction of
patriarchy would not destroy motherhood or mothering but the patriarchal
structures in which these processes occur.
Therefore, radical feminism has attempted to develop and refine a
conceptual framework with which to explain sexism and the nature of sexual
oppression. The major contribution of radical feminism to feminist theory has
been the development of the "method"* of consciousness-raising as the tool to
^Catherine MacKinnon identifies "consciousness-raising" as the "method" of
feminism. Although the use of the term "method" in this context seems confusing,
the meaning of MacKinnon's argument is used here, and for this reason so is her
vocabulary.
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discover new insights, as well as to understand the impact of sexual oppression in
the lives of women.
In socialist feminist theory, the most definitive characteristic of the
methods that incorporate some degree of radical feminist thought is that sexual
oppression is conceptualized in a larger context than merely oppression within the
family. Although this type of oppression is included within these methods, the
boundaries of sexual oppression are described in terms that permeate the political,
economic and ideological structures or systems of society. Therefore, these
methods do not equate the rise of female oppression to the rise of capitalism, nor
is it assumed that socialism will liberate women. Female liberation is also not
considered to be a function of labor force participation, as if most women were
only housewives. Instead, these methods expand the scope of the problem of
conceptualizing economic and sexual oppression by attempting to develop a
feminist political economy.
More specifically, the methods used by Eisenstein and The Combahee River
Collective propose prolegomenous, theoretical constructs that explain economic,
racial and sexual oppression as interrelated systems/structures of society. Such a
theoretical framework, therefore, defines "female oppression," i.e., the lack of
power and control, as a consequence of a mesh of power relations for the purpose
of order and control within society. In other words, in both of these methods the
assumption is held that capitalist society is organized into a hierarchy of power
and privilege according to economics, race and sex. Therefore, such theory
dispels the assumption that "social change" is an "act." Instead it is viewed as an
historical process that develops within societies over time. The objective of
feminist theory of this nature then is to analyze the simultaneity of oppression
that is manifested in the lives of women.
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Black socialist feminist theory then can be viewed as the most
underdeveloped approach examined in this analysis. Although a variety of social
and economic factors have given rise to this situation, the fact is that the
political economic reality of Black women's lives involves a conglomerate of
power relations that need to be examined. It also has to be accepted that a
feminist framework to understand the complexity of this reality is presently
almost nonexistent, in the sense that Black feminist theory of any type is still in
its embryonic stages. Specifically in regard to this analysis, it was difficult
merely to identify the method of Black socialist feminism, and therefore, this
explains why a discussion of the subject generates more questions than answers.
Ultimately, analysis of Black socialist feminism merely explains how Black
feminist political economic theory has developed.
The crucial observation is that feminist theory of this nature, at present, is
predominantly being developed by Black feminists whose political consciousness
falls outside the parameters of more "traditional" Black feminist thought. It
would appear then, that this situation seems to indicate that the level of Black
feminist consciousness, even among Black women, is underdeveloped. This failing
can either lead to the assumption that Black feminism is irrelevant to the
experiences of most Black women, or that Black women really do not have the
"power" to examine and articulate their own experiences. The political, economic
and social realities of Black women's lives contradict the perception that "all is
well with life" for Black women. Therefore, the "silence" is intimidating to those
Black feminists who are neither lesbian, liberal feminist, Marxist-Leninist,
employed, or married.
It seems that the crucial question for Black women to comprehend in order
to grapple with the concept of "Black feminism," in terms of political theory and
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consciousness, is the reality of racism and its nexus to sexism. If feminism can be
understood to be a type of political consciousness that signifies "woman-
identified," then Black women at least need to question what "race" denotes and
connotes for them. Is it merely a description of one's skin color?
This question suggests that Black feminists who are involved in the process
of developing an understanding about themselves and their lives need to develop
and articulate as well, a political framework with which to understand "racism"
and its specific relationship to their own lives. There seems to be a need to
attempt to develop an "historical conception of racism" in order to develop a more
useful, dynamic understanding about what "Black feminism" is. If a Black feminist
political economy/Black socialist feminist theory is to be taken seriously, then it
seems that a theoretical conception of "racism" which is historical in the sense of
co-existing with various economic modes has to be developed in order to better
understand the power relations and relationships among people of the same race,
across class and sexual lines. Manning Marable's observation5 leads to the
conclusion that "intra-" racial contradictions can be just as debilitating and
oppressive as those "extra-" racial contradictions usually examined by Black
political theorists. The feminist theory examined in this study suggests that an
attempt to develop a theoretical framework which explains the material reality
that defines the group "Black" can further the development of Black feminist
thought. As Barbara Smith states:
5Manning Marable, "Groundings with My Sisters: Patriarchy and the
Exploitation of Black Women," How Capitalism Underdeveloped Black America
(Boston: South End Press, 1983).
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It is essential to struggle against sexism and racism just as we
struggle against economic oppression. These are not trivial
oppressions but very real ones which pre-date capitalism and,
therefore, will not necessarily disappear when capitalism disappears.
Therefore, the method developed by Eisenstein can be utilized as a didactic
socialist feminist method in the sense that it focuses on the need for the
development of feminist theory-building. Eisenstein's socialist feminism does not
attempt to propose strategies for socialist feminists as if there exists some
predetermined "cure" to the problem of female oppression. On the contrary, her
theory suggests that the problem has yet to be clearly defined. Eisenstein's theory
also suggests that maybe the answers lie somewhere between Marxist and liberal
feminist theory. Therefore, the task of feminists grappling with the problem of
trying to conceptualize racial, sexual, economic and heterosexual oppressions can
be found by utilizing the method of "consciousness-raising."
6Barbara Smith, "Notes from Yet Another Paper on Black Feminism, Or Will
the Real Enemy Please Stand Up? " Conditions: Five, p. 125.
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